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AL-MAKTABA AL-AZHARIYYA LI 

Ave-TURATH’S INTRODU
CTION 

Iris He who has sent down to you, [O Muhammad], the Book; from it are verses, 

which are decisive—they are the foundation of the Book—and others are ambigu- 

ous. As for those in whose hearts is deviation [from truth], they will follow that of 

it which is ambiguous, seeking discord and seeking its meaning. And no one knows 

its [true] meaning except God. But those that are firm in knowledge say, “We 

believe in it” (Qur’an 3:7). 

‘ded us to a straight path through the 

sm and denial [of God's attributes]. 

ter Muhammad £&, who 

ALL PRAISE BELONGS to God who gu 

leclaration void of anthropomorphi 

And, may peace and blessings be upon our mas 

orbade the worship of idols and statues. 

This is a book of Ibn al-Jawzi that a faction—like those the author 

w. They also concealed it from many 

rks, and they strove to efface its name 

oks of the anthropomorphists among
st 

the people—their manuscripts and publications, and the preoccupation of 

some writers with calling to anthropomorphism until the present day— 

aduced me to publish it. It was also done out of eagerness to propagate 

-Jawzi and his enjoyable books of 

efuted—concealed from us until no 

ff those who specialize in Arabic wo 

nd all traces of it.The spread of the bo
 

he beneficial writings of Ibn al 

polemics. 

And, the Ustadh Shaykh Muhammad Zahid al-Kawthari—the guest of 

Cairo—commented on it. May God eternalize the benefit taken from him. 
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AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION 

KNow—nmay Gop, the Exalted, help you—that when I pursued t 
madhhab of Imam Ahmad, may God the Exalted have mercy on 
found him to be of great stature with respect to the sciences. He excell 
in the study of the juridical sciences and the views of the predecesse 
(Salaf) to the point that not a single matter arises that he does not have 
scriptural reference for or some form of remark to make. Howey 
because he adheres to the approach of the Salaf, he only wrote what the 
transmitted. Therefore [it was only natural that] I found his madhhab voilll 
the literary compositions whose kind was numerous amongst those [scholar 
who follow a different approach [than him]. So, I wrote some de ile 
exegeses. Amongst them are: al-Mughini [that exists] in [several] volu a 
Zad al-Masir, Tadhkirat al-Arib and others. 

Concerning the sciences of hadith [I wrote a number of } books, amon 
them are: Jami‘ al-Masanid, al-Hada‘ig, Nagi al-Nagl and many boal 
regarding al-Jarh wa al-Ta ‘dil (the science of weighing positive and negati 
factors for evaluating the reliability of hadith narrators). I have not foumk 
the Hanbalis to have a single commentary in the topic of comparative : 

except that al-Qadi Abii Ya‘la said: “I used to say, ‘what is it with the adve 
cates of the madhhabs that they mention the variance of those who ha 
opposing views but they do not bother to mention the views of Ahmad! 

' Imam Ahmad kept the company of Abii Yiisuf at the start of his [scholastic] career 
Yahya ibn Ma‘in says about him in his book, Ma ‘rifa al-Tarikh wa al-‘Ilal,““I heard Ahmad th 
Fanbal say, ‘I kept the company of Abii Yisuf, and then I kept seinipary, with others after h 
time’ ” Ahmad used to preoccupy himself with the books of Muhammad ibn al-Hasan an 
would extract some abstruse responses from them according to what al-Khatib relate i 
his chain of transmission to al-Harbi on his authority. He [also] accompanied many of h 
jurists of Iraq, and sat with Shafi during his second visit to Baghdad after the demise 
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan. So he acquired an ample portion of fight. Despite all of this, ix 

greater focus and the focus of his disciples was upon the narration of hadith. [In this rege - 
he did not follow the methodology of the jurists in the matters of figh [al-tafri’] design 
ing its sources, and elucidating the points of legality of judgments and Be catter. them 

their particular places] to the point that it was rare that he had a unique view and diff : 
from those fugaha@ who came before him in a particular ruling of figh (fi al-furii’). So rh 

differed with Shafi‘T for example in anything from his new school you an a 

agreeing with Abii Hanifa or one of his disciples or Malik, may God be pleased with then 
So the authors of the books of comparative figh found it negligible to mention th 
views of Ahmad by simply mentioning the variance of the jurists who came before Hill 
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en, I forgave them, since we [Hanbalis] do not have a single commentary 

fi h,so, 1 wrote a commentary for them.” 

In spite of Abii Ya‘la’s attempts] in his commentary, he neither clarified 

at was sahith (rigorously authenticated) nor did he express contention 

h the rejected [sayings]. He also mentioned some irregular analogies,” 

i] witnessed one of our companions delivering a lesson while taking 

purse to the commentaries of Istilam, As‘ad, ‘Amili, and Sharif while 

mowing things from them [in spite of being unreliable sources]. So, I 

mposed some commentaries for them such as: Kitab al-Insaf fi masa ‘il al- 

af (“Impartiality About Matters of Disagreement”); Jannat al-Nazar wa 

nat al-Fatr (“Garden of Contemplation and Armor Against Fissure”) and 

mda al-Dala‘il ft Mashhiir al-Masa “dl (“Reliance of All Proofs Regarding 

‘Popular View of All Issues”). Then I deemed it appropriate to gather the 

fiths of the commentary (of Qadi Abii Ya‘la) by which the advocates of 

§ different madhhabs present as proof, and I clarified the basis for that 

ch is sound and the point of contention in that which has been con- 

ed. I then composed a book about the [Hanbali] madhhab that 

orporated these hadiths, calling it al-Baz al-Ashhab al-Mungadd ‘ala 

ukhalift al-Madhhab (“The Flaming Falcon Swooping Down on the 

Bsenters of the [Hanbali] School”). In the science of the branches of figh, 

Stecording of his views alongside the views of the other jurists in the books of 

parative figh did not become widespread until the time of Ibn Hubayra al-Wazir. When 

published his Ifsah and specified a sizable volume amongst tts volumes to the variance 

the four Imams, he gave it complete attention, and strove to spread it by spending 

wmous sums, [so much so, that] those who wrote in the area of comparative figit began 

mennon the views of Ahmad alongside the views of the other Imams. Ibn Jarir reached 

jin age and met his disciples, and despite that he did not mention his views in what he 

te regarding the variance of the jurists while mentioning those who were of the likes 

Abi Bakr ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn Kisin Asamm. So the Hanbalis asked him about that, and 

Said the like of which is: “Ahmad was not one of the jurists. Rather he was from the 

Sple of hadith. And since I did not meet him, I could not learn from him nor have I met 

} of his disciples who were worthy of learning anything from.” So the agitation of the 

mbalis was incited against him, Then what Yaqiit mentions in Mu Jam al-Udaba and Ibn 

thar mentions in his Kamil occurred [about that incident]. 

‘Translator: A proper legal analogy cannot be applied if the reason justifying the ruling 

pint of legality is undiscerned. Amongst the conditions for determining the proper point 

“lezality, is for the designated point of legality to be a description that is consistent 

jaghout and suitable as a justification for the ruling being applied. When it happens that 

‘determined point of legality is a description that is consistent throughout in all that it is 

ine applied to, but is not suitable as a justification for the ruling—like saying that the rea- 

m that wine is forbidden is because it is wine, such a legal analogy is said to be irregular. 
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his madhhab what does not belong in it. Then, you [three] said about the 

hadiths [of attributes] “We hold them and understand them according to 

their apparent meanings,” while the apparent meaning of [this word] ‘the 

foot’ would be the human limb. This is the same thing as what is said and 

believed by the Christians, may God, Exalted be He, distance them from His 

mercy [for saying such], about Jesus, upon him be blessing and peace. They 

understand that he is “God's spirit” and that God, Sanctified and Exalted in 
Highness, has an attribute known as a spirit that entered into Mary. 

Whoever says, “He became established with His Divine essence” has 

made Him, Sanctified and Exalted is He, subject to reality, as we under 

stand it.8 It should not be neglected by anyone that the principle by which 

the faith is established is reason,? and it is by way of this [reason] that we 

came to know and hold God to be Eternal without beginning. If only you 

had said, “We read the hadiths, and [then] keep silent,” then no one would 

have objected to [what] you [do]! [But you refuse to abstain from holding 

the texts and understanding them according to the apparent meaning] 

and this behavior is absolutely disgusting and repugnant.!° So, do not 

introduce in the madhhab of this righteous Salafi'’ man what does not 
helong to it. You have made this madhhab such a shameful disgrace that 
when it is said, ‘““Hanbali,” it is understood that he is someone who likens 

God to His creation. You have then made your way to be that of bigotry 

and intolerance, showing fanatical support for Yazid ibn Mu‘awiya, when 

you well know that the founder of the madhhab permitted cursing him." 

the unambiguous texts and to abandon research altogether, despite the disarray found in 

the opinions of this faction, which is not hidden. Despite their pursuit of a path that does not 

produce certainty in any way. Verily there are occasions for the different addresses that appear 

in accordance with them. So there is no other way but to employ research and to interpret 

(ta wil) what reveals an imperfection—by its appearance—to what produces perfection. And 

when the interpretation proves true regarding something because of the evidence, it holds 

fue regarding the remainder of things whereas no distinction can be made between one 

proof and another, or one expression and another.” 

Translator: Apparently, what Shaykh Muhammad ‘Abduh means here is that, if the Arabic 

language is composed of both literal and non-literal expressions, and the Qur'an is in the 

Arbic language then, it would by extension mean that the Qur'an is composed of literal 

nd non-literal expressions. Furthermore, it would be permissible to say that if one expres- 

sion mentioned in the Qur’an (which could also be applied to other than God) is taken to 

be figurative, then a similar expression refered to God can also be taken to be figurative. heard him say, “They made an argument against me on the day of the debate [during his 

example of this is God’s saying: And lower to them the wing of humility out of mercy (Qur'an famous inquisition by the rulers of his time]. They said: ‘Sirat al-Bagara will come on the 
Day of Resurrection and Sjirat Tabdrak will come’ Imam Ahmad said: “So I said to them: 17:24). Since no one acknowledges this to mean that man has a wing, one should also not 

‘It is merely the reward. God, Splendid is His mention, said: And your Lord comes with the deduce from God’s saying: God’s hand is over their hands (Qur’an 48: 10) that He has a hand. 
angels rank upon rank (Qur’an 89:22) and this means that His power will come.” Ibn Hazm Both are expressions open to interpretation, and as thus, one cannot determine for certain 
al-Zahiri said in his Fas/,“It has been related to us about Ahmad ibn Hanbal, may God show what exactly is intended by them. The duty of the believer is to cling to the portions of 

him mercy, that he said concerning: And your Lord comes; Its meaning is:‘And the command e verses and hadiths that contain injunctions subject to being applied in one’s every- 
of your Lord comes.” This [here] is figurative interpretation and exoneration as is the day life. If the interpretation of a text does not help bring us closer to God, there is no ben- 

approach of the generations directly after the Salaf. As for what has been reported about efit in trying to assign to it what cannot be for a surety. And God knows best. 
Imam Ahmad that contradicts what has preceded, it is a fabrication of an ignorant friend 1 Translator: Imam Ahmad was a Salafi Imam. This merely means that he avoided the 
and a faulty understanding of the view of Imim Ahmad. interpretation of those verses and hadiths which leave an impression that God resembles 

8 This is due to the fact that “establishment” for humans is always understood in the sense His creation and has a body or body parts unless it was absolutely necessary as when it is 

of sitting. Those who would say that God, literally in His essence, is on the Throne would feared that someone will apply them literally to God. This was the way of the safiaba in 
therefore be affirming that God is held, carried, borne and sitting or some other human act general and the tabi’iin. It does not mean that Imam Ahmad called himself Salafr, although 

? Translator: Here he is making a reference to the rule determined by the scholars of he was refered to as such by the author. 
Usiil al-Din which says, “Reason is a root for revealed knowledge. So raising contention '2 Translator: Qadi Abii Bakr Ibn al-‘Arabt writes in Alkam al-Qur‘an, “As for the spe- 
with reason would be to raise contention with revealed knowledge. And contention with aific sinner, it is not permissible to curse him by agreement, because of what has been 
the root to correct the branch necessitates contention with both of them together.” related about the Prophet &.A drunkard was brought to him a number of times and one 

'° While commenting on [a book entitled] al-‘Adudiyya, Ustadh Shaykh Muhammad of those present said: “What is wrong with him? May God curse him! How many times 

‘Abduh, may God show him mercy, in discussing the hadith about the dispersion of the has he come into your presence?!’ Then the Prophet & said:“‘Do not be supporters of Satan 

Umma [into 73 sects], said, “So if you said: ‘Surely the speech of God and the speech of the Ggainst your brother!” So he gave to him the sanctity of brotherhood, and this necessitates 
Prophet 2 is composed of Arabic expressions and its indications are known to the schol- compassion. This is a sound hadith. As for cursing the non-specific sinner, it is the third 
ars of language, it is therefore compulsory to hold by the true indication of the expression ‘sue: It is permissible by unanimous consensus, because of what has been related in the 

whatever the case may be,” I would say: “If that is so, then there would be none who are Sahih [of Bukhari] about the Prophet && who said: “May God curse the thief. He steals the 

saved but the literalist party of Anthropomorphists who deem it obligatory to adopt all of egg and has his hand cut off.” (Qur’an 2:161) What we notice in the words of Ibn al-'Arabi 

rq pte 
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CHAPTER I 
And, Abii Muhammad Tamimi!3 used to say about one of your Imam 

that “[he] has disgraced the madhhab in a terrible way and it will not , 

cleansed until the Day of Resurrection.” 1 ERRORS OF THE 

AFOREMENTIONED HANBALIS 

FTER EXAMINATION, !T can be seen that the scholars we have been 

iscussing erred in seven matters: 

The first issue is that they called many of the hadiths “Information on 

Attributes.” However, they are merely possessive forms, while not every 

possessive form is an attribute.’ For surely, God, Exalted in Highness, said: 

Vand, [have blown into him from My spirit (Qur'an I 5:29).And [know that| 

sod does not have an attribute called “‘a spirit.” So he who has called the 

Ossessive form an attribute is guilty of innovation.” 

"The second error is that they said, “These hadiths are amongst the 

mbiguous [and] none know [the true meaning] except God, Exalted be 

le” However, at the same time they state, “We bear and understand them 

' Translator: What Ibn al-Jawzi is referring to, is that at times, God mentions things in 

he Qur’an that He annexes to Himself, but are not from His essence, His attributes or His 

pings. For example, God has spoken about The she-camel of God (Qur'an 7:73 and 91:13). 

No one should think that by reading this, God is riding the she-camel, or that it is from 

God's essence, His Names or His attributes. Rather, it is being attributed to Him by terms 

if possession and honor. The same could be said of the naming of the Ka‘ba as the 

‘House of God.” No Muslim believes that God lives there or that it 1s His permanent 

be de, but rather, the possessive form of God connecting it to Himself is out of honor and 

hat it is in His Possession as He is its Creator and Maintainer. This same form would exist 

nm English if someone states, “John’s house and car.” No one would assume that the car 

# the house is part of John or that it ‘5 an attribute, but rather it belongs to John or it is 

emething that is attributed to John due to honor. 

2 Translator: Ibn al-Jawzi highlights that each matter that the anthropomorphists referred 

9 as being an attribute of God exists in the Qur’in or the Sunna in the “construct phrase” 

Or “possessive form” usually translated as “The ___of __” or “The___’ ” like 

‘The hand of God” or “God's hand.” They made the mistake of assuming that this made 

the particular limb an attribute of God, since many times the meaning being expressed in 

he construct phrase is the meaning expressing a relationship of possession or ownership. 

However, this is a mistake since it would also have to be said that God has a spirit, a house 

wn which He lives, and a camel that He rides, as these are also annexed to His name or 

pronoun in places in the Book of God and the Sunna. This is why Ibn al-Jawzi chose to 

call them “information on the attributes” or “the annexed reports,” rather than “verses on 

the attributes” as many scholars have chosen the latter expression. 

is that when he makes mention of the agreement about the impermissibilty of cursing the 

specific sinful Muslim, he uses the term for agreement, ‘Wal,’ (ittifaq) which is usuall a 

to indicate that a difference of opinion does exist but because there is so little asc 

little consideration is given to it. Based on what Ibn al-Jawzi mentioned concen he 

view of Imam Ahmad, one could conclude that his was the one isolated view that Ke Ib 

al-‘Arabi from claiming unanimous agreement on the subject, which is indicated by th ; 

term, consensus (ijma‘). And God knows best. Whatever the case, the Hanbalis were s ay 

divided over the matter of Yazid. Some of them were staunch defenders of him and did 

agree with the claim that Imam Ahmad permitted cursing him. Others, like Ibn al-Ja i 

rejected and repudiated Yazid for his behavior. A third faction of the Hanbalis remain d 

neutral on the subject. . 

13 Translator: Swartz mentions that he was Rizq Allah ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhab ibn ‘Abd al- 

Aziz al-Tamimi. He states that he was “an influential and well-connected member of the 

Hanbalt school of Baghdad whom Ibn al-Jawzi clearly held in high regard.” For bi he 

ical details, see Tabagat al-Hanabila, HW, 250-251; Muntazam, UX, 88-89; Dhayl oe | 

Kamil, X, 253; Shadarat, III, 384; and Ibn al-Jawzi, Mandgib Alimad b. Hanbal §25 See vou 

Swartz, A Medieval Critique of Anthropomorphism (Brill: Lieden, 2002) p. 136, footntte 181 

ao 
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The sixth error is that they make it a point to interpret (fa ‘vil) in some 

astances and object to do so in others. For example, [In the hadith Qudsi, 

it states] [...] “Whoever comes to me walking [at a normal pace] I will come 

9 him walking [quickly]”S to which they say, “He struck the similitude to 

iguratively express the benevolence He shows to His creatures,’ but in 

other reports, they insist on the literal meaning. 

The seventh error is that they understand the hadiths according to 

juman perception. They said, “He descends with His essence, relocates 

fom place to place, and shifts,” but then falsely state, “But not as we think.” 

30, they confuse whoever should hear them and they insult the senses and 

uman intelligence by holding the hadiths on meanings according to 

juman perception. 

according to their literal meanings.’ How astonishing! A phrase whos 

meaning only God knows [for certain], what literal meaning can it then have: 

What then are the literal meanings of al-istiva‘ (establishment) except “sitting 

and al-nuziil (descending) anything but moving from one place to another? 

The third error is that they affirmed attributes as belonging to Gog 
[that are not established by decisive evidence]. The attributes of God 

Almighty, Splendid in His Majesty, are only affirmed by the decisive 

proofs, by which the essence is affirmed.3 

The fourth error is that they do not differentiate between affirming 

what is contained in a well-known report (a hadith whose narrators aft 

between three or four), like [the Prophet’s] saying, “He, Exalted ir 

Highness, descends to the sky of the lower world,” and affirming what t 

present in a hadith that is not sound, like his saying, “I saw my Lord in th 

most beautiful form.” Rather, they affirmed an attribute using the former 

[hadith] and also by using the latter hadith, [which is not a valid approach} 

The fifth error is that they did not make a distinction between a haditt 
attributed to the Prophet #% and a hadith designated to a companion 6 

successor.* Thus they affirm the second hadith as if it belongs to the sam 

category as the hadith mentioned before it. 3 

Coe 

t is for this reason that I considered it necessary [to answer the doubts 

rai ed by them, and] to refute them so that things such as this could not 

be attributed to Imam Ahmad, may God have mercy on him. Had I 

smained silent, it would have been said that these things are likewise a 

art of my creed. [To delve into] a matter so serious to people does not 

frighten me, because all are expected to act in accordance with the evi- 

3 Translator: Evidence is decisive when its manner of transmission is concurrent de nce {and God has blessed me with ample proof] to understand when it 

(mutawatiry) and the wording of the report is not open to interpretation (sarih). This is ke omes to knowing [the signs and attributes] of the the One True God, 

Exalted be He. Uncritical imitation of a scholar without knowing his God's saying: Verily God is Self-Sufficient, Worthy of all praise (Qur’an 14:8) and: God’s handi 

over their hand (Qur'an: 10). The former verse is clear and decisive, not subject to interpre: vidence is not allowed in that area.© 

Imam Ahmad, may God have mercy on him, was once asked about an 

issue, and he gave a legal verdict regarding it. When it was then said, “Ibn 

I-Mubarak does not hold this view,” he replied, “Ibn al-Mubarak did not 

lescend from Heaven.” Imam Shafi'T, may God have mercy on him, said, 

tation. The latter verse is ambiguous because it gives the impression that God has a hand 
which happens to be a limb that facilitates for human beings the performance of a varien 

of tasks, while it can also be taken to be a metaphor indicating power, aid, and assistance, A 

for the first verse, every Muslim is obliged by it to believe that God has the attribute of “self 

sufficiency,’ while the second verse obliges nothing more than to believe that God said 

God's hand is over their hand. No one can coerce a Muslim by this verse to believe or say thi 

God has a physical hand, just as one cannot force another to say that God does not have a hand 

This is because God's attributes must be conveyed in a manner wherein all doubt is removed 

that it is one of His attributes, in addition to being conveyed in a way that removes all doubt 

that the transmitters might have agreed upon the transmission of a lie. 

4 Translator: The reason that it is not permissible to use the statement of a companion 

or successor to establish an attribute for God is that only the Prophet & has the right am 

authority to legislate and speak authoritatively about the Creator. In the absence of: 1 

approval, the statements of his companions are not binding, due to the fact that their views 

about the revelation are subject to error. However, if a statement made by a companion and 

successor is free of opposition from any of their peers and does not contradict any author 

itative source or statement of another companion or successor it is then considered binding 

upon all to believe, according to the scholars of All al-Sunna. 

5 Sahih al-Bukhart (13:325 and 328) and Sahth al-Muslim (No. 2675). 

6Translator: Taglid in figh is compulsory for all who do not fulfill the conditions of 

solute ijtihdd (scholarly endeavor; competence to infer expert legal rulings). The view of 

post scholars is that faqiid is impermissible in the area of creed (‘aqida), and specifically in 

hose matters that relate to the character of God. In this regard we find the statement 

seributed to ‘Abd Allah ibn Mas‘itd, “Let no one subject his religion to the blind imitation 

ofa person. If he believes, he will believe. And if he disbelieves, he will [also] disbelieve.” 

mam al-Haramayn says in his Shamil, “None have adopted the view that taqlid in creedal 

raters (usiil) is permissible except for the Hanbalis.” Imam Abt Ishaq Isfarayini said, “Only 

he hiteralists are in opposition to it (the impermissibility of taqlid in creedal matters). See 

fehad al-Fuhiil: 2/348; also refer to Rawda al-Nazir. 382, Musawwda: 458, 460, Lhkdi 

/Ahkam of Amidi: 4/446, and Fawatil: al-Rahamiit: 2/643—645. 
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“In a place of view from Us.” He placed [the pronoun “Our” in the plural 

nly because the custom of the king is to say, “We commanded and we 

forbade.” But, Qadi [Abt Ya‘la] held the view that the eye is an attribute 

dded to the essence, while Abi Bakr ibn Khuzayma'® preceded him in 

this matter. When commenting about the verse, he (Ibn Khuzayma] said, 

“Our Lord has two eyes by which He sees.” Ibn Hamid has also stated, “It 

is compulsory to believe that He has two eyes.” 

- This [understanding] is an innovation for which they have no evidence! 

Similarly, they affirmed the eyes from mere contrast indication!! from his 

saying & “He is not one-eyed.”’? But, the only thing intended [in this 

pase] was to negate imperfection from Him, Exalted be He. Furthermore, 

when it is established that He does not divide into sections, there 1s no’ 

basis for what is imagined to be attributes. 

They are also mistaken when they read His Words, Exalted in Highness: 

[...] to what I created with My [two] hands (Qur’an 38:75).13 The hand linguis- 

ically has the meaning of “a favor” and “good treatment.” The statement 

“T asked God to guide me to the right choice in refuting Imam Malik, ma 

God have mercy on him.’7 
Since these three [Hanbali scholars] wrote their books, and Qadi [Abi 

Ya‘la] took it upon himself to document the [relative] hadiths [in 

book], I have mentioned them according to his arrangement, and I prefaced 

them with the noble verses that have come in that regard. 

What is Mentioned in the Glorious Qur’dn about the Subject? 

God, Glorified and Exalted be He, said: And the face of your Lord will remai 

(Qur’an § 5:7).8. The exegetes explain [this to mean], “Your Lord will 

remain.” Likewise, they said about His saying, Exalted in Highness: They 

seek His face (Qur’an 6:52) to mean: “They seek Him.’ Dahhak and Abii 

‘Ubayda said [concerning] Every thing will perish except His face (Quran 

28:88), to mean, “[Everything will perish] that is, except Him.” 
Those we have raised objection to, hold the view that the face is af 

attribute characterized by a special name added to the essence. What proof 

do they have to claim this, when they have no point of reference except 
what they know, taken from human understanding and perception? By 

giving descriptions and understandings such as these, they [in turn] neces. 

sitate the ascription of parts [to God]. If their understanding were taken to 

its absolute ending, the verse would mean that His entire essence would 

perish except for His face. Ibn Hamid said, “We do indeed affirm for God) 

Exalted be He, a face, but it is impermissible to affirm a head for him.” My 
body shudders at the thought of someone being so bold as to mention 

such a thing. As he had already likened God with His Creation, wha 

prevented him from likening [everything] but the head?! 
Another [example of their approach is their understanding of His 

Words], Exalted be He: And, so that you will be brought up on My eye (Quran 

20:39) and: Make the ark under Our eyes (Qur’dn 11:37).? That 1s [to say}, 

Mot stray in his work from the correct manner [of building], and so that none of his enemies 

Would come between him and his work.” Razi says in Asas al-Taqdis while discussing the 

eye”: “Employing ta ‘wil is unavoidable. That is to construe these words to mean ‘greatness 

of care and supervision.’ The ‘face’ as part of the beauty of the metaphor is stated to indicate 

hat whoever cares, inclines toward, and desires a thing immensely, stares at it much [which 

s something done with the face]. So the word ‘eye’ that is an instrument for that staring, 

was an indirect expression employed to mean ‘the greatness of care.” 

10 He ig Muhammad ibn Ishaq ibn Khuzayma al-Nisapuri who died in the year 311. He 

§ considered as one of the greatest scholars of hadith. He avoided from indulging in mat- 

fs of speculative theology and he would forbid his disciples from doing so. When some 

) ‘the theoreticians forced him to enter into these [dangerously] critical matters his foot 

dipped and he came up with some unintelligible interpretations. May God pardon him! 

1 Translator: What is meant by contrast indication is that when a person negates the 

pxistence of one thing that has an opposite, then 1¢ is understood that the opposite thing is 

to be applied. So in this case, it is understood that the opposite of having one eye is to have 

mw eyes. So since the Prophet & negated the possibility of God being one-eyed, the oppo- 

pents of Ibn al-Jawzi understood from that that He must have two eyes. However, there is 

fo decisive evidence in support of this. Not all scholars of legal theory and interpretation 

Ecept contrast indication as an authoritative proof. 

12 See the fiftieth hadith for an extended discussion on this aspect of “one-eyed.” 

13 Zamakhshari says, “Verily the possessor of [two] hands executes most of his duties 

with his hands. So the work done with the hands began to overshadow the other duties 

hat are executed with other than them to the point that it was said about the work of the 

eart: ‘It is from what your hands have done. Also to the point that it was said to he who 

has no hands: “Your hands poured and your mouth blew. And to the point that there does 

Bet remain a difference between you saying, ‘this 1s what you did’ and ‘this is what your 

7 Translator: The point that Ibn al-Jawzi is demonstrating with these quotes is that these 

scholars submitted to the strength of evidence, not men, especially with regard to knowing 
the attributes of God. | 

8 Zamakhshari said in al-Kashshaf, “The face of your Lord is His being. The face is used t 

express the whole being and the essence. The indigents of Makkah would say: “Where isa 

noble Arab face that will rescue me from degradation?’” 

9 Zamakhshari says, “int our Eyes is [mentioned] in the place of a noun of circumstance 

with the meaning ‘make it while being protected. Its true meaning is “(do it] while being 

clothed with Our eyes.’ It is as if God has eyes with him that escort him so that he docs 
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of the Jews: God’s hand is restrained (Qur’an 5:64) may God, Exalted be He, 

distance His mercy from those [who said it], means, “Held back from 

spending.” The hand (yad) is also “strength.” The Arabs say, ““He has a hand 
in this matter.” 

His saying: Nay, His [two] hands are extended (Qur’an 5:64) means, “His 

favor” and “His power.’'* And His saying: [...] to what I created with My 

hands (Qur’an 38:75) means, “With My power and My favor.” Al-Hasan 

said, God’s hand is over their hands (Qur’an 48:10) means, “His graciousness 

and good treatment.” This is the statement of the scholars that have 

researched and examined matters with precision. 

But, Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said, “The hands are two attributes of the essence 

called al-yadani.” This [view] is [the result of] behaving according to sheer 

opinion without an evidence to establish its authenticity. He [Qadi Abi 

Ya‘la] further said, “If Adam, upon him be blessing and peace, did not have 

an advantage over the remainder of animals by being created by the hand, 

which is an attribute, He would not have extolled and dignified him by 
mentioning it. He said, with My hands. [Had] it meant “power,” he would 

have no advantage, [and nor would the pronoun “My” in “My hands”) 

have been placed in the dual [“My two hands”].” 

We could explain [the above conclusion] by saying that on the 

contrary, there is such a convention in the language. The Arabs used to say, 

hands did!” Raghib al-Asfahant said in his Mufradat, “His saying, Exalted in Highness: from 

what Our hands have done (Qur’in 36:71) and: to what I created with My hands (Qur'an 38:75) 

are His way of expressing that He assumes the responsibility of creating things through inven- 

tion, which is solely His [doing], Mighty and Majestic. He made special mention of the ‘hand’ 

so that the meaning could take form, since it is the most splendid of limbs by which action 

is executed between us, therefore the special quality in the meaning would take form {in the 

mind], not so that we would imagine an equation [between God and His creatures]. It has 

been said that its meaning is:‘[...] by My favor that I have prepared for them. The [preposi- 

tion] ~ [with] in itis not like the | [with] in their saying:‘I cut him with the knife’ Rather 

it is like their saying: ‘He came out with his sword.” That means, ‘his sword was with him’ Its 

meaning is: “and with him are my worldly and heavenly favors that whenever he observes 

them, he reaches the greatest happiness through them.’ The most erudite Shaykh Jamal al- 

Din al-Qasimi said in his exegesis, Malidsin al-Ta ‘wil, “to what I created with My hands means 

‘by Myself’ without intervention through a father and mother.” 

'4 Tt says in Asds al-Tagdis of the Renewer of the sixth century, al-Fakhr Razi, “And what 

produces the beauty of this metaphor is that the perfection of the state of this body part 

appears only with the attribute called ‘power’ Since the aim of the hand is to achieve 

power, the name, ‘power, was applied to the hand, and because the instrument for grant- 

ing a favor is the hand. In using the word ‘hand’ to mean ‘favor’ is a use of the cause to refer 
to the effect.” 

§2 

“He does not have two hands in this affair” meaning that, “He has no 

power in it whatsoever.’ ‘Urwa ibn Hizam said, “So, they said: ‘May God 

cure you. By God, we do not have two hands in what the ribs have con- 

cealed’” As for their saying, “With that [being created with God’s hand] 

He distinguished Adam from the animals,” God, Exalted be He, said: [in 

contention to their claims] We created for them, from what Our hands have 

done, cattle (Qur’an 36:71), and it did not indicate the granting of distinction 

to cattle over the remainder of animals.‘ 

God, Exalted be He, said: And, the sky, We built it with hands (Qur’an §1:47), 

which in this context means, “with strength.” Then, God said He blew into 

Adam from His spirit. He did not mean an action that is to be taken lit- 

erally from the language or that He formed Adam from His Own Being, 

By no means! The meaning [of the passage] is [no more than], “I blew.” 

Here, the honor of the possessive form is enough, since it does not befit 

the Majesty of the Creator, Splendid is His Majesty, [to attribute or under- 

stand the passage on blowing the spirit] any other way than that [men- 

tioned]. This is due to the fact that He is not in need of acting through a 

medium, nor is He in need of organs and limbs to take action or act by, 

since God, Exalted be He, is independent and not in need of the Creation 

by His essence. 

[When one understands this, then they will know that] it is not proper 

that He be preoccupied with seeking to glorify [and elevate the rank of ] 

Adam, upon him be blessing and peace, while being heedless of what the 

Originator, Glory be He, is truly deserving of in terms of being exoner- 

ated above having parts, or implements in acting, for these things are the 

descriptions of [created and flawed] composite bodies. 

[In addition to this], one of the three [scholars also] believes that God 

touches, even [making the presumption] that He touched the clay of 

Adam with a hand, which is part of His essence. They did not fully con- 

sider that amongst all His creations are composite bodies that face other 

composite bodies that unite with them and influence their nature. [And 

these created bodies are also able to perform actions towards other creations 

or influence other things without the need to use other devices and means 

but rather touching that body directly.] Do you [men then honestly] think 

that God, Glorified and Exalted be He, who has made the acts of persons 

1§ Translator: In other words, stating that God created Adam with His hand is not a 

statement to distinguish Adam from other creatures, therefore, there is no evidence that 

God has a physical hand. 
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and composite bodies able to have an effect on other objects that are ata 
distance [from them without touching them] while He is somehow if 
need of [doing an act of creation] using [the medium of| clay?!!© Whoevet 

thinks in this contradictory way has already been refuted by His Statement 

Exalted be He: Verily, the parable of Jesus with God is like the parable of Adam 

He created him from dust. Then, He said: Be! Then, it is (Qur’an 3:59)."7 

[They undoubtedly fall into error when looking at His words], Exalted 

be He: And God warns you from His Self (Qur’an 3:28) and: You know wha 

is in my self, and I do not know what is in Your Self (Qur’an §:116). The com= 

mentators explain the first passage to mean, “And God warns you from 

Him,’ and they said [while noting the second passage], “You know what 

is with me, and I do not know what is with You.” The scholars that have 
researched and examined matters with critical precision said, “The mean= 

ing of the “‘self” here is God’s essence. For the self of a thing is it 

essence.!8 But, Qadi [Abu Ya‘la] held the view that God has a self, and that 

it is an attribute added to His essence. This is a statement that can only lead 

to likening God with His Creation, for the essence has been declared as 

one thing and the self has been made another in addition to it. 
[They have stumbled in their understanding of His statement], Exalted 

be He: There is not like His likeness a thing (Qur’an 42:11).'? The apparent 

'6 Translator: The point that [bn al-Jawzi is making is that God has created things 

are able to exert influence on other things without touching them. A case in point Is 

of the squid, which is able to squirt its ink on an opponent and blind it, thus having an 

effect on it without touching it by way of its tentacles. Ibn al-Jawzi's point would then be, 

‘Are we to assume that these creations are better than God (in this case, the squid) as they are 

able to influence things without touching, while God has to exert some part of his being 

to affect creation?” This would of course make God less than His Creation, for He would 

need means (in this case physical touching and not through His Will/Decision) in order to 

affect things and His Power would be bounded and insufficient. 

(7 Translator: This majestically demonstrates that indeed God is greater than the squid 

and every other creation, for He creates without need as mentioned in the verse and without 

having to result to means, such as hands, limbs and the like. 

(8 Translator: So one should not assume that God has a soul or a physical body on the 

basis of this verse. 
19 Zamakhshari says in al-Kashshaf, “They said: ‘The like of you is not stingy, so they 

negated stinginess from the like of him. And they mean to negate it from his person 

(4313), and they wanted to exaggerate in doing that. So they took the path of indirect 

expression in doing it, because if they negate it from those who are equal to Him and from” 

those who share His most special characteristics, they have negated it from Him too. [Ina 

similar vein] when you say to the Arab: ‘The Arabs do not break covenants.’ It would be 

more eloquent than saying: ‘You don’t break. Another example of it is their saying: "His lusts” 
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scite,““And the war stood up on a shin.”2! [That is, it intensified]. Another 

aid,“And if the war turns its garment up over its shin [ea J. Ibn Qutayba 

aid, “The origin of this is that when a man falls into a significant matter 

at requires the effort of seriousness in it, he rolls up [his garments] from 

s shin. Thereafter, the shin was used as a metaphor in place of adversity. 
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Yor ‘the shin of trees. 

leaning of the statement is that He has a likeness, so there would De 

othing like His likeness. However, this is not so. The meaning according 

5 linguists is merely that the equal [of something] stands in the place of 

thing itself. A person would say, “The like of me does not speak o Hhe 

e of you.” And, the meaning is merely, “There is nothing like Him. 
a 

[They have made mistakes in regards to His statement], Exalted be He: 

day that a shin will be laid bare (Qur'an 68:42).7° The majority of schol- 

“He will bring to light a grave and intense matter,’ and they would 

is is also the view of Farra, Abu ‘Ubayda, Tha‘lab, and all linguists. 

gn up and his contemporaries attained maturity’ They mean (to express) his attainment 

of adulthood and maturity.” Raghib said that, “the word ‘3’ is used to refer to the one who 

Whores an essential nature only. The word ‘424 is used to refer to the one who has a similar 

Mate only. The word ‘cg ss’ is used to refer to something that is equal in aur only. The 

ord {:JS.2 is used to refer to what shares only in degree and area. The word ‘fie encompasses 

Hi of that. Therefore, when God wanted to negate equality in every way, He made specific 

Ssention of it. He said, There is not like His likeness (alia) a thing. As for joining between the 

a (like) and ‘Sis’ (likeness) — it has been said that — that is to add emphasis to me negation 

sa way of alerting that using the word ‘Sis’ (likeness) isn't proper, nor the ‘I pee . 

t negated both matters together by saying ‘pa’ (there 1s not). And it has been said: the 

=, here means ‘description’ (4iua). And its meaning is: ‘there is not like his description any 

description’ (Aiea 4iduaS cet) as an alert to that—even though He is described by much of 

what mortals are described by—those attributes of His are not in accordance with how 

they are used with reference to mortals.” 
- 

20 And amongst what R4zi said regarding the interpretation of the verse (Quran 68:42) 

ts that it means, “The Day that the shin of Hell or the shin of the Throne or the shin of a 

ec awesome angel will be laid bare,” while the phrase only indicates the Lona a 

in. As for whose shin that is, there is nothing in the phrase that indicates 1t. In Mahasin 

Ta‘wil of the most erudite Jamal Qasimi, may God show him mercy, [it 1s written that] 

Aba Sa’id al-Darir said: “It means: The day that the base of the affair will be laid bare,” and 

the shin of a thing is its base by which its upright posture occurs like the shin of trees and 

the shin of man. That is, the true nature of things and their bases will appear on the Day 

f Resurrection. So the shin means ‘the base of the affair and its true nature’ as a metaphor 

+99 

21 Bayhaai said in his book, al-Asmd wa al-Sifat, while using these words of poetry as 

idence, “‘{It has been related] about Ibn ‘Abbas that he was asked about His saying, Exalted 

a Highness: The day that a shin will be laid bare. He said:‘When something from the Qur’an 
907 

confusing to you, then look for it in poetry. For verily it is the diwan of the Arabs. 
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He narrated about Ibn Mas‘iid that he said, “He will uncover His right 

shin. Then, the Earth will shine from the light of His shin.” 

I would say to this statement that his mention of the shin along with 

the foot is clearly drawing a likeness between God and His Creation. As 

for what he mentioned about Ibn Mas‘id, this is impossible [to have come 

from him]. In addition to that, an attribute cannot be established for God 

with the like of these fairy tales, just as His essence cannot be described as 

*4 beaming light” by which the Earth will shine. [Abt Ya‘la’s] argument 

about the annexation [of the shin to God being an indication that it is an 

attribute of His] is of no significance, because if He uncovers His adver- 

sity [experienced on the Day of Judgment] He has uncovered His shin. So, 

it appeared to these [scholars] that the meaning of, “He will uncover” is 

“He will show.” but the meaning can only be, “He will make [it] vanish 

and disappear” [since He will remove the horrors and adversities experi- 

enced by the believers on the Day of Judgment]. 

But, Ibn Hamid said, “It is compulsory to believe that God, Glorified 

and Exalted be He, has a shin, which is an attribute of His essence. So, 

whoever rejects that has disbelieved.” In replying, I would say that if an 

uncultured layman uttered this it would be repugnant. Then how [should 

‘one feel] when this is uttered by someone who is supposed to be from the 

people of knowledge? For surely, those who interpret are more justified 

and excused than they are, because they refer the matter back to the lan- 

guage, while these [scholars] whom we are discussing affirmed a shin and 

a foot for the essence of God so that the ascription of a body and form 

became a reality. 

[They have made an error in understanding His words], Exalted be He: 

Then, He became established over the Throne (Qur’an $7:4).°4 Khalil ibn 

[Imams] Bukhari and Muslim related in their two Sahihs that the 

Prophet & said that, “God, Mighty and Majestic, will uncover His shin’ 
This is a possessive form ascribed to Him. Its meaning is, “He will uncover 

His adversity and His actions that are attributed to Him.” And the mean- 

ing of, “He will uncover it” is “He will remove it.”‘Asim ibn Kulayb said, 

“I saw Said ibn Jubayr get angry and say, “They say, He will uncover His 

shin, while that is merely from an adverse matter.” 

Abt ‘Umar,?3 the Scrupulous, mentioned that, “The shin means the 

self”” He [also] said, “And [an example] of it is the statement of ‘Alli [ibn 

Abi Talib], may God be pleased with him, when the Shurat (the Kharijites) 

said, “There is no judging except for God, Exalted is He’ ‘Ali said, ‘It isa 

must to wage war against them even if my shin perishes.” So, according 

to this the meaning of it would be, “He will become manifest to them” 

And in the hadith of Abii Miisa about the Prophet # where he said, 

“He will remove for them the veil and, they will look at God, Mighty and 

Majestic. Then, they will fall to God, prostrate, but some people will 

remain. In their backs will be the like of the spurs of cows. They will want 

to prostrate, but they will not be able to. So, that is [the intent of] His say- 

ing, Exalted is He: The day that a shin will be laid bare, and they are called t 

prostrate. However, they will not be able (Qur’an 68:42).” 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] held the view that the shin is an attribute of 

the essence. He said, “Similar to it is, ‘He will put His foot in Hell’” 

22 In Sahih al-Bukhari it is recorded that [isnad omitted by translator] the Prophet & 

said, “Our Lord will uncover His shin. Then every believing man and woman will prostrate 

to Him [...].’ Hafiz ibn Hajar said, “It occurs in this version [with the words]: ‘Our Lord 

will uncover His shin, It is the version of Sa‘td ibn Abi Hilal from Zayd ibn Aslam. Isma ‘ti 

reported it with the same wording and said:“‘There is a point of objection in his statement 

“His shin.” Then he reported it by way of Hafs ibn Maysura ibn Yazid ibn Aslam with the’ 

wording, “A shin will be exposed.” Isma’ili said, “This [narration] is sounder, because of its 

agreement with the wording of the Qur’an on the whole!’” Ibn Shaqli criticized Bukhara 

for reporting the hadith of the shin in his Salih, because it is from the narration of Ibn Abi 

Hilal, who he is of the opinion that he does not fulfill Bukhan’s conditions. Due to his 

weakness. Ibn Hazm also said, “Ibn Abi Hilal is not strong. Yahya and Ahmad ibn Hanbal 

mentioned that he confuses and mixes up hadiths.” 

*3 Translator: Swartz, in his translation, refers to this personality as ‘Abii ‘Amr’ instead of: 
‘Abt ‘Umar’ He writes, “The reading of the name is uncertain. [...] If Abu ‘Amr is the cor- 

rect reading, it is undoubtedly a question of Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Hamdan, the author 

of several works on the Qur’in and Arabic grammar, who died in 378/988. However, in par- 

24 Alusi says in his exegesis, “People differ regarding the discussion of this verse and others 

like it. There are those who explain al-‘arsh according to the popular meaning, “Throne, 

and explain al-istiwa‘ to mean ‘establishment.’ That has been related from Kalbi and Muqatil. 

Bayhagi related it in al-Asmd‘wa al-Sifat with many different readings from a group of the 

Salaf, but he declared all of them to be weak. As for what is related about Malik, may God 

be pleased with him, that when he was asked: “How did God mount the Throne?” Imam 

Malik lowered his head and was silent until the sweat of fever covered his brow, then he 

Jooked up and said: ‘‘Istitva‘ is not unknown, the modality of it is inconceivable in the mind; 

but belief in it is obligatory, and inquiring about it is a heretical innovation. You are an inno- 

vator”” And he gave orders for him to be taken out. This [here] is not unequivocable in indi- 

allel passages [in other works] the name is given as Abii ‘Umar al-Zahid, whose full name is cating this view due to the possibility that what is meant by his saying, ‘not unknown, is that 

Muhammad b. ‘Abd Al-Wahid b. Abi Hashim Abii ‘Umar al-Baghwi al-Zahid. He was the tt is of well-known confirmation’ not that its meaning is ‘establishment.’ And that it is not 

author of a work on the hadith and died in 345/956.” See, Merlin Swartz, op. cit., p. 1§1. unknown.” He said in another place, “And Shaykh ‘Izz al-Din ibn ‘Abd al-Salam held the 
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Ahmad said, “The ‘Arsh is the ‘Throne, and, every throne of a king is called 

an ‘arsh.” This was a common word used amongst the Arabs during the 
period before Islam and which has continually been used during 

the Islamic period. God, Exalted be He, said: And he raised his parents on the 

throne (Qur’an 12:100) as well as: Which of you will bring me her throne? 
(Qur'an 27:38). 

You should know that linguistically, “establishment” (istiwa‘) has a number 

of meanings, one of them being “evenness.” One of Banii Tamim said, 

“ Fastawa the wrongdoer of the tribe and the wronged.” That is “They were 

even.” Al-istiwa also means “The completion of something.” God, Exalted 

in Highness, said: And when it reached its full maturity and became complete [wa 

istawa ‘| (Qur’an 28:14). Al-istiwa* can also mean, “To form an intention to 

do something.” God, Exalted be He, said: Then, He turned to the Heaven 

(Qur'an 2:29). This statement means, “He formed an intention to create 
it.” [Finally], al-istiwa‘ also means, “To gain mastery over something.” [As] 
the poet said, “Whenever he attacks a people he declares their sacred 

precinct to be as public property/And by sunrise he has taken control of 
all they possess.” 

like of this view. He said in his Fatdwa: “The methodology of figurative interpretation goes 

with its condition. It is to bring the interpretation closer to the truth, since God, Exalted 

in Highness, merely addressed the Arabs according to what they already knew. And He 

erected the proofs indicating His intent from the verses of His book, since He said, Glory 
to Him: Then verily its explanation is upon Us (Qur’an 75:19) and: [...] so that you’d make clear 
to the people what has been revealed to them (Qur'an 16:44).This generally applies to all of the 

verses of the Qur'an. So whoever becomes acquainted with the proof, God will grant him 

understanding of His intent from His book. And such a one is more perfect than he who 

has not become acquainted with that, since those who know and those who do not know 

are not equal.” This is a position of moderation regarding the matter. Ibn Hamam took a 

stance of moderation in al-Musdyara (as one attaining the rank of ijtihad as his contempo- 

rary, Ibn ‘Abidin al-Shamu, says in Radd al-Muhtar) more excellent than this moderate posi- 

tion. He mentioned the gist of what is, “The obligation of believing that God mounted the 

Throne while negating resemblance (between Him and His creation). As for the intent 

being ‘He got mastery over [it], it is possibly the intent, although it is not necessarily it, 

since there is no [decisive] proof for it. When it is feared that the laity will not understand 

what is meant by al-istiva—when it does not mean isfild (getting mastery over)—other 

than connectedness and other things that necessitate being a body, then there is no harm 

in directing their understanding to [accept the meaning] al-istila (getting mastery over 

something). For surely the reference to it linguistically has been confirmed [as] in the poet's 

saying: ‘So when we rose up and got mastery over them—we made them a feeding ground 

for vultures and birds, and the poet’s saying: ‘Bishr has gained mastery over Iraq—without 
a sword and without bloodshed’ 
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Ismail ibn Aba Khalid al-Ta‘ related, “The Throne 1s a red sapphire. 

All of the Salaf took the position of mentioning this verse as it has come 

without explanation (tafstr) or interpretation (ta‘wil). _ a: 

Some people of the latter days construed this eenpuen accor ie O 

human understanding and perception. They said,”
 He became mounted on 

the Throne with His essence.” But this is an addition they have wre is] 

not reported from the Salaf’ Rather, they understood it through their 

human perception, because the one who mounts something does so with 

his essence. Ibn Hamid said, “The mounting 1s physical contact and an 
: 7 =. 9992 : ‘sc 

attribute of His essence. Its meaning is, “Lo sit. 5 He said, “And a group 

of our comrades held the view that God, Exalted be He, is over His 

Throne. He does not fill it [its space] and He will sit His prophet with 

Him on the Throne.” He also said, “The descent 1s to change from one 

er. 

ee co what he has related, [it would follow that| God’s essence 

would be smaller than the Throne. It is amazing then, when such a por 

son, (after affirming this, then turns and says], “We are not of oe we 

ascribe bodily characteristics to God!’ It was said to Ibn Zaghiini, . ae 

acquired a new attribute that was not there after creating the pou : 

said, “No. He merely created the world with the attribute of marae 

So, the world became below in relation to Him. When the attribute © 

below is established for one of the two objects, being worthy of the attrib- 

ute of above is established for the other.’ He also said, ‘And it has been 

established that places do not exist in His essence, Nor 1s His essence in 

them. So, His disconnectedness from them 1s established. There must [also] 

25 Jalal al-Dawani said in Sharh al- ‘Adudiyya, “And I have seen in some of ca works = 

[bn Taymiyya the adoption of that opinion regarding the Throne (the categoric : rae vk 

ness of it). Shaykh Muhammad ‘Abduh said in one of his comments on the pi n = 

was because Ibn Taymiyya was one of the Hanbalis who clung to the liter Hea 

the verses and hadiths who said that God became established on the Throne while si ing. 

So it was mentioned to him that it necessitates that the Throne is without nae Ho 

God is without beginning. So His place is without beginning, and the uncreate ness = 

Throne is contrary to his view (madhhab). So he said: ‘Its type 1s reed erik 

God incessantly does away with one Throne and produces another from the oe : ne 

to the infinite future so that His mounting continues without beginning or en : fe) 

ask: where would God be between the time of destroying [one Throne| op ae ing 

[another]? Does He cease to be established? If so, then let Him say that it is si or se i! 

So Glory to God! How ignorant is man and how repulsive is what he fin rae sets 

with! I do not know if Ibn Taymiyya truly ever said any of that, since much has 

reported about him that he did not say. 
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eons in His location that bounded Him or moving away from it. 

is also not proper to describe Him in terms of things such as motion, 

Bpnation, joining, or dispersing. Whoever 1s alongside and touching or 

part _has become defined by boundaries, and when ones existence 

somes defined by a particular measure, one requires one who gives 

Secification.27 Conversely, it should be said that God is neither inside nor 

at side of the universe, because entering and exiting are among the 

nes ee properties of things that take up space. So these two states are 

as [others, such as] motion, stagnation and all the other oun 

Ecidents and properties that happen to all physical objects.28 [None of 

rem apply to God. | 

With regard to the statement of those in question, “He created places, 

tin His essence. So, His being detached from places is clearly estab- 

hed” we would reply, “His Holy essence is not susceptible to nane 

mething created in it, nor for anything to take up residence in it.” [In 

site of this], their taking a human understanding and perception of the 

be a starting point by which the partition occurs. So, when He said, istawa 
we came to know His exclusive possession of that direction.” He said 

“And His essence must have an end and a limit that He knows.” | 

I would comment that this is a man who does not know what het 
saying, because if God [had] determined a limit and partition between c 

ation and Himself, He has delineated and affirmed that He possesses % 

shape or bodily form. [Ibn Zaghiini] also says in his book, “Surely, He 
not an atom, because the atom is what occupies space.” But [here] he 

establishes for Him a place that He occupies. This is indeed a foolish state: 

ment uttered by him and a clear likening of the Creator to the creation, 

So, this Shaykh did not know what is compulsory for the Creator, Exaltet 

be He, and what is impossible in His regard. For verily, His existence 

Exalted be He, is not like atoms and composite bodies that are in need of 

a location. Indeed the directions of under and over only apply to what car 

be faced and run parallel to something else. A necessity of the object being 

faced is for it to be bigger than, smaller or equal to the thing it is measures 
against. But this and the like only apply to composite bodies. Every thing ts has caused them to liken God with His Creation while mixing var- 

that can be placed parallel to composite bodies can [also] touch them. is things and themes. [They continued in this manner] until one of 

Whatever is subject to [both] physical contact with composite bodies ane er said, “God made mention that He mounted the Throne merely 
to being apart from them is finite with an origin, since it has been establishe cause it is the closest of all things in existence to Him.” But this is also 

that the proof of the created and non-eternal nature of atoms is thet plishness, because “closeness” in terms of distance can only be imagined 

susceptibility to physical contact and dislodgment. So if those in questioi ) 2 pply to a composite body. So it is very difficult for us to accept that 

considered this possible for Him, they have declared the possibility of Hi jmeone saying such statements is held to be a member of our madhhabs 
being non-eternal and created. And if they deny the possibility of that fos 
Him, there no longer remains a way for us to establish the fact that atom 

are indeed created. 

If we then presume one who is independent of place and location ane 

another that is in need of location, then we say, “Either they are neighboring 

or alongside one another or they are separate from one another.” Tha 

would be impossible [with respect to the Creator] for verily, contiguit 
(the attribute of being so near as to be touching) and apartness are among: 

the essential characteristics of occupying space with respect to all physica 
matter.?° | 

7 aay Ibn al-Jawzi is explaining that when you begin to speak of where some- 

1s or is not in terms of limits, space, time and boundary, you have already given it lim- 

However, Ibn al-Jawzi is very careful to qualify his statement so as not to be 

trued. There is a difference between someone giving limits of space, time and 

undary to God as mentioned above and giving definition, which could also be consid- 

id as a “boundary” to God, that He has given Himself in the revelation, such as Lord, 

4 and Sustainer. In these matters God has defined Himself and given the limit or 

indary between Himself and His Creation in that He does not resemble it, He does not 

ed to eat, drink and so on. This type of “limiting” or “boundary,” for lack of a better 

brit, is allowed and necessary, for God has defined Himself in this manner, which is not the 

be of definition and limit being addressed in the text by the author. 

# Translator: Ibn al-Jawzi is warning us to use speech carefully. Thus it is more befitting 

Us to say that God is above space and time or that God was before space and time, as in 

statement of Imam ‘Al, may God be pleased with him. For if we spoke in an unqual- 

éd manner of God in using words such as inside, outside and attributing them to Him, 

§ can create doubts or suspicious matters in the mind of the believer. It then behooves 

to attempt to use unambiguous speech whenever possible. 

It has also been established that joining and dispersing are amongst tf 

essential characteristics of occupying space, and the One True God 

Glorified and Exalted be He, is not to be described in terms of being in 

space or time, since if He was subject to space, He would either 5 

26 Translator: The rulings that apply to physical matter cannot be applied to God. 
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Some of them also made an argument that God is above the Throne by 

His saying, Exalted in Highness: To Him the good word ascends. And the right 

eous deed—He elevates it (Qur’an 35:10) as well as His saying, Exalted De 

He: And He is The Irresistible, over His servants (Qur’in 6:18). They declaree 

that to be “a physical overness” and forgot that the physical overnes 

applies either to a composite body or an atom, and that “being over’ Caf 

[also] be applied to “Highness in status.” It is said, “So and so (fuldn) is ove 

so and so (fulan).”29 And, just as He, Exalted be He, said: [...] over His se 

vants, He also said, Exalted in Highness: He is with you. (Qur’an $7:4) 

whoever [of these three men] understands this [passage] to mean “knowl 

edge,” his opponent may [rightfully] understand the establishment to mea 

mastery and subdual.3° 

One group held the view that God, Exalted be He, is on His Thron 

having filled its space. This position [according to them] more closeh , 

resembles Him touching the Throne while the Chair (kurst) is the plac 

of His feet. 1 would answer this by saying, “Physical contact only oc 

between two composite bodies.” The one who would follow this positior 

has not left anything [to the imagination] in likening God to a hu 

body! 

eas gai, 

29 In Razi’s al- Tafsir al-Kabir he says, “The world is a sphere. If this is so, it is then impo: 

sible for the god of the world to occur in the direction of ‘up.’ If we were to imagine tw 

men, one of them on the point of the east and the other on the point of the west, the bot 

toms of their feet would be facing one another. Therefore, what is up with relation to ong 

of them would be down with relation to the second. As for God, Exalted in Highness, t 

be below this ephemeral world is impossible by the agreement of [almost] everyone, s 0 I 

is a must that He not be in a specific place.” 

30 Fakhr al-Razi says in Asds al-Taqdis, “Verily the apparent meaning of His ! 

Exalted in Highness: We are closer to him than the jugular vein (Qur'an $0: 16); He is with yp 

wherever you are (Qur'an $7:04) and; He is He wito is, in Heaven, a God and, in Earth, a Gos 

(Qur’an 43:84) negates His being established on the Throne. And there is no great 

preference given to interpreting these verses over interpreting the verses whose liters 

meanings they adopted.” 

Translator: In other words, one cannot justifiably choose to interpret these verses and na 

interpret the others that point to God being in Heaven or over it, since there is no ew 

dence stating that the above cited verses should be interpreted, while the verses the afon 

mentioned Hanbalis cling to should be accepted literally. Consequently, one must ac T 

that either God is everywhere and in a particular place at one time, or that He 1s nO) 

restricted by place, since all of the verses would be taken as metaphors all indicating F 

transcendence. 
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If it is said, “It has been reported in the two Saliihs trom the hadith of 

hurayk ibn Abi Namir from Anas ibn Malik, may God, Exalted in 

Highness be pleased with him, that he mentioned the Ascension 

f-Mi‘raj), and said concerning it, “He [the Prophet] ascended with him i 

! 
‘eh 

y al-Jabbar, Exalted in Highness. Then he & said while he was in His 

lace:‘O Lord! Make it easy on us.” [The way to dismiss this as an evidence 

for their position is to quote what] Sulayman al-Khattabi said, “As for this 

Wording, Shurayk was alone in [reporting] it. Others did not mention it, 

nd he is many times alone in reporting rejected versions. Place cannot be 

tributed to God, Exalted be He. Rather the statement of the hadith 1s a 

ference to the place of the Prophet & and the first place that he was 

ade to stand. In the hadith is [the statement], “[...] Then I asked permus- 

on from my Lord while He was in His abode.” It gives the illusion of a 

lace. However, the meaning is, “{...] in His abode whose homes are for 

is friends.”3! And Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said in his book, al-Mu ‘tamad, “Surely, 

od is not characterized by place.” 

[Another example of verses where they liken God to His Creation is 

w they literally construe His Words], Exalted be He: Are you secure from 

@ who is in Heaven [...]? (Qur’an 67:15—16)3* It has been established 

equivocally that the verse is not to be understood nor to be taken 

Ecording to its literal meaning, because the word “in” is for containment, 

ut the One True God, Glorified and Exalted be He, is not contained in 

i! Bayhagi added in Kitab al-Asmd wa al-Sifat,“And 1t 1s Paradise.” 

33 Fakhr al-Razi said about the explanation of this verse, “It is not possible for this verse 

be left to flow according to its apparent meaning by the agreement of the Muslims, 

eause His being in Heaven necessitates that Heaven encompass Him from all sides. 

ierefore, God would have to be smaller than Heaven, and Heaven is much smaller than 

srone. In this case it would mean that God, Exalted in Highness, is a small thing in 

lsnon to the Throne. And that by the agreement of the people of Islam is impossible.” 

Smakhshanl said—and Fakhr concurred with him—concerning the verse: He who ts in 

teen “It has two interpretations. One of them is: ‘He whose kingdom is in Heaven, 

feause it is the habitat of the angels. And His Throne, His Seat, and the Preserved Tablet 

Sthere and from it, His judgments, books, commands, and prohibitions descend. The sec- 

id [interpretation] is: ‘that they used to have anthropomorphic beliefs, that He was in 

av n,and that mercy and punishment descend from Him. And they used to call on Him 

m its direction (Heaven). So it was said to them in accordance with their belief: ‘Are 

dsecure from He whom you claim is in Heaven—while He transcends place-—that He 

I not punish you by the Earth caving in or with a storm of pebbles?’ This is similar to 

wou said to some of the Anthropomorphists: ‘Do you not fear that He who is on the 

hrone will chastise you for what you do?’ when you see him committing certain sins. 
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Another of the verses that could be misinterpreted is] They harm Cod 

ur’'an 33:57).25 That is,“They harm His Friends.” This is the same as His 

Yords, Exalted be He: And, ask the village (Qur'an 12:82). That is, “Ask its 

: 1 bitants.’ And, he said, #& “‘Uhud is a mountain. It loves us and we love 

P And, the poet said: “I have been told that the Fire, justly, has been 

mited/And, the assembly railed at one another upon your passing, 

> Kulayb!” | — 

Another [passage commonly misunderstood is], Do they ee until 

3 in amid said, * So ni ? "an 2:210)3° That is, 
negligence can occur in its regard. But, Ibn Hamid said, “We believe tha Sod comes to them in the canopies of the clouds (Qur an 2 

God, Glorified and Exalted be He, has a side on the basis of this verse’ With shadows.” Also [misunderstood by many = the passage] _ your 

The lack of reason in this regard is unbelievable! If negligence is no} ord comes (Qur'an 89:22). But, Qadi [Aba Ya‘la| mentioned that [mam 

possible with respect to [the physical side of] creation, how could it be 

possible regarding an attribute of the Creator, Splendid is His Majesty 

Tha‘lab sung: “O my friends! Stop and remember God in my side!” Tha 

is, “in my regard.” 

And, [an example] of them is His saying, Exalted in Highness: So, W 

blew into him from Our spirit (Qur’an 21:91).34 The exegetes said, “It means 

‘from Our mercy.” The spirit is only attributed to Him, because it wa 
from His command. 

any place. When human understanding prevents one from adopting th 

like of this [literal] understanding, all that is left for one to do is describ 
the Magnificent One with what is magnificent. 

Another [passage taken by people to suggest literal human-like qualine 

for God] is His Statement, Exalted be He: O pity ime over what I neglected i 

God's side [...] (Qur’an 39:56).33 That is, “In His obedience and command, 
since negligence can only occur with respect to His essence. As fo 

the commonly acknowledged “side” of the possessor of limbs, 

there is neither a blow nor anything blown. It means, “When I! complete his preparation 

ind have poured over him that apparent spirit by which it lives, which is [no more than] 

Be cerning Verily those who harm God and His Messenger (Qur'an 33: 57) that 

to “harm” [God and His Messenger] is a reference to “the unbelief and abominations per- 

betrated that God and His Messenger are not pleased with” (expressed in this place) as a 

| Eesphor, since those things are a cause (for harm), or something necessitating it. And if 

hats [achieved] by looking at Him, Exalted in Highness, with relation to other than Him, 

Slory to Him, then it is sufficient in [establishing] the relationship. It has also been said 

b : ut harming Him, Exalted in Highness, that: “Of the statements of the Jews, eens 

a polytheists are: God's hand is fettered; The Messiah is the son of God; The angels are a 

lene ters of God, and The idols are His partners. High is God above that in great Highness! 

36 One thing that Jar Allah Zamakhshari said is, “It is possible for the thing brought to 

© a creation in which case it would mean ‘God will bring them His punishment or His 

fens sance’ since it is indicated in His saying: For verily God is All- Mighty (Qur an 2:220). 

0 if you said: “Why will the punishment come to them in clouds?” I would say: because 

The clouds are the most likely object [of the descent] of mercy. When the punishment 

side” Eventually they said: ‘He was negligent in his side’ They mean ‘with respect to him! descends from it, the matter is more horrid and horrific, since when Ae aes aa 

Sabiq the Berber said: “Do you not fear God in a lover's side—who has a burning heart for where it is not expected, it 1s more distressing. Likewise, when good comes ie w = 

you that is broken to pieces?” Sayyid Mahmiid Aliist said in his exegesis, Rit al-Ma' ani,“ And i not expected, it is more pleasing. So how about when evil comes from Ww = goo . 

in general it is not possible to allow that expression to remain understood according to its expected?” For that reason, the thunderbolt is an example of the revOlene . sani : 

literal sense, because of His being exalted, Mighty and Majestic, above having the ‘side’ that because of its arrival from where abundant rain is expected. Hence, God's eayene oe 3) 

carries the literal meaning. I have not found any of the Salaf considering it to be amongst in Highness: And what they were not anticipating appeared aeled from ea ea an nate 

the reported ascriptions. I would not rely upon what is found in al-Mawagqif. But, presuming: weighed heavy on those who ponder the Book of God.” And, packs a are cone 

that it is considered fone of His attributes], their discussion of it is well known and all of a large section—as is customary for him regarding the verses of the Ene attri er 

them unanimously agree upon exonerating God from imperfection. So Glory belongs to the point that he said, “Verily His saying: God will come to them (Qur sag seeps : ~ 

the One whom nothing is like Him. He is the All-Hearing, All-Seeing! And in the personal Lord comes (Qur’an 89:22) is a notification of the state of the Resurrection. He sips 

Qur’an of Hafsa it reads: In God's rernembrance. The most erudite Qasim? said in his exegesis, this occurrence precisely in Siirat al-Nalil, where He ae: Do they but wait unt ange 

“That is [it means], ‘[in what I neglected] at the side of His command and prohibition, since , ne to them or for the command of your Lord to come? (Qur’dn 16:33).So this clear text ecame 

I did not follow the best of what was revealed.’” 4 clarification for that ambiguous text, since when each of these verses came eeaan 

34 Shihab al-Alisi said: And We blew into him from Our spirit (Qur’an 38:72) is a depiction Single incident, it is not a remote thing to construe some of them according a . ’ 

of the pouring out of what actually has life over the matter that is susceptible to it (life). meaning of] others. And, He, Exalted in Highness, said after it And the matter is sette 

Razi also said, “And the goal behind mentioning Heaven is to magnify God’s authority and 

to extol His power as He said: And He is God in the Heavens and on Earth (Qur'an 6: 3). Fo 

a surety an object cannot be in two different places at the same time.” He also said, “Why 

is it not possible for the intent of His saying: He twho is in Heaven, to be ‘the angel given the 

assignment of carrying out the punishment’ who is Gabriel, upon him be peace?” 

33 Zamakhshari says in al-Kashishdf,““The [Arabic word janb translated as] ‘side’ is synony- 
mous with [the Arabic word] janib. It is said: ‘I am at the side of fuldn and _fuldn has a gentle 
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CHAPTER 2 Ahmad ibn Hanbal commented on this passage, saying that, “The meanif 

of it is: “His power and command.” Imam Ahmad also said, “And G 
already clarified it in His saying, Exalted in Highness:]...] the command | 

your Lord comes (Qur’an 2:210).” The same thing has been mentioned | 

the ‘Torah; And, your Lord comes. Imam Ahmad said, “It is merely 

power.’ 

Ibn Hamid said, “This is an error. Rather, He descends with 

essence by changing location.” I would answer this by saying that 

statement of his about God’s essence, Exalted be He, is based on hu 

understanding and perception when considering physical entities and th 

like. Imam Ibn ‘Aqil when commenting upon His saying, Exalted be He 

Say: the spirit is from the command of nry Lord (Qur’an 17:85), said, “He wh 

curbs His creation from asking about a created thing, then curbing ther 

from [asking about] the Creator and His attributes is more fitting.” And, 

they used to sing: “The description of the soul, man cannot grasp it/So, 

how about the description of the All-Powerful in beginninglessness?” 

MAKING MENTION OF THE HADITHS 

THAT THEY CLASSIFIED “REPORIS 

| OF ATTRIBUTES” 

J) SHOULD KNOW that such hadiths contain subtleties and defects that 

ae know except the juridical scholars. [These sometime] occur in their 

‘ration and other times in disclosing their meanings, and we will clarify 

at, God-willing. 

The First Hadith 

skhan and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Abi Hurayra, may God 

bc pleased with him, said, “The Messenger of God # said: ‘God, Poe 

¢ He, created Adam, upon him be blessing and peace, on his form. | 

Scholars have two different positions about this matter. The first is to 

maintain silence about its explanation,’ and the second is to, “Discuss its 

leaning.” The proponents of the second view differ over the pronoun 

*his’—regarding who it refers to—into three possible opinions: 

| [The first possibility 1s that] it refers to one of the children of Adam. That 

ecause the Prophet & passed by a man hitting another man while saying 

> him, “May God disfigure your face and the face of whoever resembles 

pur face.’ So, he said £& “When one of you strikes, let him be wary a the 

ace. For surely, God, Exalted in Highness, created Adam on his form. | 

He made special mention of Adam because he is the one whose facial 

satures were started on this form and was afterwards copied. So, it is as if 

1e was alerting us to the fact that, “You have reviled Adam even though 

q are one of his children.” And that is an exaggerated way of rebuking him. 

(Qur'an 2:210).There is no doubt that the definite article, ‘the’, (J!) is to indicate somethi 

familiar that has already been mentioned. So it must be that something was mentioned 

before that, and the definite article, ‘the, stands as an allusion to it. That thing is no more 

than what we have declared to be hidden in His saying: God will come to them (Qur'at 

2:210) meaning ‘the command of God will come.” Fakhr al-Razi ended the comment 

with his statement, “And what is clearer to me of all that has passed is that we mentioned 

that His saying, Exalted in Highness: O you who believe! Enter into peace entirely (Qur'an 

2:208) descended in reference to the Jews. And according to this estimation, His saying: $@ 

if you slip after the clear evidences have come to you, then know that God is All-Mighty, All-Wise 

(Qur’an 2:209) would be an address directed to the Jews. Therefore, in this instance, 

saying, Exalted in Highness: Do they not but wait until God comes to them in canopies of clouds 

and the angels? (Qur'an 2:210) would be a narrative about the Jews, the meaning being ‘they 

will not accept your religion unless God comes to them in canopies of clouds with t 

angels.’ Do you not see that they did something similar with Moses? They said: Wé 

not believe you until we see God manifestly (Qur’an 2:55). Since this is a narrative about 

state of the Jews, it would be allowed to let it run according to its apparent meaning, 

because they adopted the creed of anthropomorphism. They considered it possible for God 

to come and go, saying: ‘Verily He, Exalted in Highness, became manifest to Moses, upon 

him be peace, on the mount in canopies of clouds. They also asked the like of that during 

the time of Muhammad &.” 

I Raghib al-Asfahani says, “As for the form, what he means by it is the ‘shape’ that 

eives through sight and spiritual discernment that He gave exclusively to man. His 

maperiority to many of His creatures is due to 1t. Its annexation to God, Glory to a is 

1 figurative way of indicating possession, not to indicate the division into parts or pile mae 

H le is high above that! Rather that is a way of indicating that he Mas been granted a ity 

4s in His saying: ‘the house of God’ and ‘the she-camel of eee And similar to that is 

{His saying]: And I blew into him from My spirit (Qur’an 38:72). 
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Based on this understanding, the “his” is an indirect expression pointingt 
the person being hit.” [It would be] a gross error [if it was used] to refert 
God, Mighty and Majestic, because of the Prophet’s # saying: “[...] and th 
face of whoever resembles your face.” For certainly if he attributed it to Godt 

Glory to Him, it would clearly be likening God to His Creation. In h 

hadith of Abi: Hurayra, may God, Exalted be He, be pleased with him, as nat 

rated by Muslim, the Prophet && said that “When one of you fights let his 
avoid the face. For verily, God, Exalted be He, created Adam on his form? 

The second opinion is that the [pronoun] “his” is an indirect expression 

referring to two clear nouns. So it does not fit to be directed to God 
Mighty and Majestic, due to the establishment of proof that He, Exaltedb 
He, is not a form. Thus the pronoun in the text refers to Adam. The mean 
ing of this hadith is that God, Exalted in Highness, created Adam com 
pletely on his form upon which He created him, and He did not transfor 

him from a sperm to a clot as in the case of his progeny.3 This is the vie 

of Abii Sulayman al-Khattabi. And, Tha‘lab mentioned it in his Amédili. 

The third opinion is that it refers to God, Exalted be He, but there an 
two different views regarding this meaning. The first of them is that iti 
the form of an angel, since it is God’s doing and creation. So its ascription 
to Him is viewed in two ways, the first of them is [that it means}, 

“To bestow honor through the use of a possessive pronoun,’ as in His 

[it] (Qur’an 2:125). The second position stated is that, “He invented it 

meaning the form of Adam, not. according to any model that came 

before.” The second view is that “form” means ‘characteristic.’ You 

(in Arabic], “This is the form of this matter,” meaning “its characteristic” 

* One of the things that Razi mentioned about the explanation of this report is, “Verily 
the aim of it is to invalidate the view of those who say that Adam was in another [physi- 

cal] form like it is said that he had a huge body and a tall frame in such a manner that his 
head was close to Heaven. So the Prophet & pointed to a specific man—and he was the 

one being hit—and then said: “Verily God created Adam on his form.” That is, Adam’ 

physical shape was like the shape of this man with absolutely no dissimilarity.” 

3 Amongst the interpretations that Fakhr presented in this place is his saying, “When He, 

Exalted be He, magnified the regard for Adam by making him the object of the angel 

prostration and after he committed that error, God, Exalted be He, did not punish him in 

the same manner that He punished others. For it has been related that God, Exalted be He, 

cast him out of Paradise just as He cast out the serpent and the peacock while changing 

their physical form. But He did not change Adam’s physical form. Rather, he left him in 

the original form to dignify him and as a way to preserve him from the chastisement of 
transformation.” 
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ing, Exalted in Highness: And, purify My house for the those who go around 

follows therefore, that] the creation of Adam would be according to His 

gracteristic, vis-a-vis life, knowledge, power, hearing, seeing, and will, 

id by that, He distinguished Adam from all other animals. He then dis- 

houished him from the angels with the attribute of elevation when He 

ade them prostrate to him. But the form in this case 1s non-perceptible, 

Ot the form characterized by lines. 

“Aba Muhammad ibn Qutayba+ held a repugnant view about this 

idith. He said, “God, Exalted be He, has a form, not like [other] forms. 

hen He created Adam on it.” This makes no sense and is nonsense, 

ecause the meaning of his statement is that Adam's form 1s like the form 

fthe One True God, Exalted be He. But, Qadi [Aba Ya‘la] said, “Applying 

he statement, ‘the form, not like forms, is used to refer to the One True 

od. Exalted be He, just as we applied the name, “His essence. 

nis [equally] makes no sense, because the “essence” means “a thing,” but 

“form” is a shape, [having] lines, and a composition. It requires a fashioner 

and composer. And the [last part of the] statement of the one who says, 

A form not like other forms,” is an invalidation of the first part of the 

oposition. He has become similar to [the one] who says, “He is a body, 

‘ot like other bodies.” For certainly the “body” is a physical thing and 

mething composite. So when someone says, “A body unlike other bodies, 

¢ invalidates what he previously said. 

The Second Hadith 

Abd al-Rahmian ibn ‘Ayyash related that the Prophet # said, “I saw my 

ord in the most beautiful form. He said to me: ‘What is the Highest 

Assembly disputing about, O Muhammad?’ I said: "You are more knowing, 

) Lord? So, He placed His palm between my shoulder blades, and I felt its 

soldness between my breasts. Then, I knew all that is in the Heavens and 

poh!” | 
Imam Ahmad said, ““The source of this hadith and its chains of narration 

are conflicting. It was related from the hadith of Aba Hurayra, who 

Sorted that the Messenger of God & said, “A visitor came to me in the 

4 Aba Muhammad ‘Abd Allah ibn Muslim ibn Qutayba is the author of many works, 

ne of the [mams of literature, a transmitter of historical reports but who reports very little. 

4 would sometimes relate anthropomorphic statements from the writings of the People 

ef the Book. He is accused of al-Nasb (championing Mu‘awiya and reviling ‘Alt). Hakim 

considered him to be a liar and others declared him to be trustworthy. He died in the 

y r 276. 
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most beautiful form, and said: “What is the Highest Assembly disput 
about?’ I said: ‘I don’t know’ So he placed his palm between my shouh 

blades, and I felt its coldness between my breasts. Then I knew everyth 

that He asked me about.” It is also related from the hadith of Thawb 
who related that, “The Messenger of God & came out to us after the day 

prayer and said, ‘Verily, my Lord came ‘to me last night in the most beat 

ful form. Then He said to me, ‘O Muhammad! What is the High 

Assembly disputing about?’ I said:‘I don’t know, Lord’ Then He placed} 

palm between my shoulder blades until I felt the coldness of His fingertip 

Then, all between Heaven and Earth became manifest to me’”’ , 

These hadiths are divergent. The best of their chains of narration if 
cate that this happened during sleep, but the vision seen in a dream is of 

a presumption. Presumptions are not realities,» just as a man may see hin 

self flying or as if he has transformed into a beast, and different people ha 

seen the One True God, Glory to Him, in their dreams in the way that W 

have mentioned. If we said that the Messenger of God & saw God whil 
being awake, then the “form”—if we accept that [interpretation] 
refers to God, Exalted in Highness. So the meaning would be, “I saw Goy 
in the best of His characteristics [like His] turning toward me and [F is 

display of satisfaction with me.” And if we said that it refers to th 

Messenger of God & the meaning would be, “I saw God while I was i ik 

the ate beautiful form.” © But, Ibn Hamid related from the hadith of Ibs ere sandals of gold, and over BIS a Me hee ener used to 

‘Abbas, God be pleased with them, from the Prophet # that he saig This hadith, 1s related by Na 1m eS him], and he turned his 

“When I was taken on the Night Journey I saw the All-Merciful One gbricate hadiths.” mam Ahmad was askec ae nae eo is rejected and 

Bee away from him (the asker). He said, “His ha oe 

. a It is on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas from the Prophet my tha 

Beso my Lond catia bears oy we - ” This is related by way of Klamac ibn 7 

Pavia the crypto-infidel, [who] was ene stepson of semieg ernnened 
interpolate these hadiths in his [stepfather s| books that have ne 

. rmed nor are they good for being used to make an ane _— 

Se rn eo rs Coded be 
arile ving a green vestment] as attributes . 

tan a established as names, but we a ance prions 

heir meanings.” Who [on Earth] establishes [attributes] throug 

ited in Hi sin the form Of a Dearuicss yuu sere mmm 

a Be cared to [...]7 describing Him to you. So, | re as) 

Blto honor me with seeing Him. Then, all of sudden it was - a ee 

ic when His Veil was removed from Him, mounted on 1S a - 

is hadith is a shameful lie. It has not —. a pee pee 

rious collection. So may God, Exalted be he, ie a eh 

Al , bs] used to say [when the Qur’an was being
 revealed| ! , 

" a? was cael a dream. So would he Sg then a
e ane 

© night of the Isra’?! May God, Mighty and sea ae Dace 

gard them with Hell! They equate God, Glorified and Ex “ : eee 

ride?! No Muslim has written this! And as for the mention ° ; ee
n 

‘he preceding hadith, coldness is a coincidental accident. It is no esate? 

7 attributed to God, Mighty and Majestic. Qadi [Abu Ya‘la] 7 — 

b: book, al-Kindya, “I saw my Lord in the most beautiful form. : 

the most beautiful place. 

The Third Hadith 

Sm Tufayl, the wife of ‘Ubayy, related that she heard the etane of 

# i£ a that, “He saw his Lord, Mighty and Majestic, in a on 

he most beautiful form as a glowing young man in green. On his 

5 Hafiz ibn Hajar says on this topic, “And there is no consideration given to he whe 

followed up his comments with his saying: ‘In the sound hadith ic says that “the dream 

Prophets is [Divine] inspiration.”’ So it does not require an interpretation, because it is th 

statement of one who has not given close scrutiny in this place. In Kitab al-Ta‘bir it ha 

passed that some dreams of Prophets are subject to interpretation.” . 

© It remains a duty of the author to comment on the end of the hadith. We will conve 

from Fakhr al-Razi’s Asds al-Taqdis what remains to complete the objective. [He says} A 

for his statement “He placed His hand between my shoulder blades,” it has two [possibly 

valid] interpretations: The first is that the intent is to over emphasize the interest shown t 

his condition and the care for his state. The second [possible interpretation] is that the 

meaning of the ‘hand’ is [the bestowal of] ‘favor’ As for his statement, “So I felt its ca ol 

ness,” there is a possibility that it means “the coolness of the favor,” “its refreshing feeling!” 

and “its comfort.” It is an example of their saying: “‘a cool livelihood,” when it is opulent 

And what indicates that the meaning of it is [to imply] “complete acquaintance [with 

things]”’ is his saying, God bless and grant him peace, at the end of the hadith: “Then I 

all between the East and the West.” 

t in our possession. Translator: In the Swartz transla- 
Se ewise i e original ke . 7 it is likewise in th 8 P “Indeed, | was instructed not to describe Him 

ton of Akhbar al-Sifat, the missing phrase 1s: 

© you. See Merlin Swartz, op. cit., p. 180. 
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while the transmissions of them are not soundly established? We know @ 
meaning of the shabb (young man) and the amrad (beardless young boy), 
he says, “It is not as we understand.” This is like someone saying, “Ful 
stood up, but he is not standing,” or, “He sat down, but he isn’t sitting.” 

Imam Ibn ‘Aqil said, ““We are certain this hadith is a lie. The reliabili 
of the narrators avails naught when the text is impossible to affirm” Th 
is similar to the example if a group of trustworthy narrators informed | 
that the camel of the cloth merchant has entered the eye of the tailg 
needle. The trustworthy status of the narrators has no affect while the 
report is actually impossible to affirm. 

The Fourth Hadith 

Anas related that, “The Messenger of God £& said, ‘The night that I w 
taken on a journey (al-Isra’) I saw everything from my Lord until I saw 
crown immersed in pearls’ ” 

Abi Qasim Muhammad ibn al-Yasa‘ relates it from Qasim ibn [brahin 
Azhari said, “I used to sit with Ibn al-Yasa‘ for an hour, and then he wo ald 
say: ‘I have recited the entire Qur’an since you sat down. And Qéasin 
[ibn Ibrahim] is insignificant.’ Imim al-Daraqutni said, “He [Abi Qasin 
Muhammad ibn Al-Yasa‘] is a liar. May God, Exalted be He, recompeng 
him for this deed.” 

The Fifth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs ftom Abi Hurayra, who 
narrated that the Prophet & said, ““God will gather humanity, and then 
‘Whoever used to worship something, let him follow it? Then, they wi 
follow what they used to worship, and this Umma (nation) with its hyp- 
ocrites will remain. Then God, Exalted be He, will come to them in other 
than the form by which they know Him and He will say, I am your Lord’ 
They will say, “We take refuge with God, Exalted be He, from you. We will 
remain in our places until our Lord comes to us. And when our Lord has 
come, we will recognize Him. Then He will come to them in the forn 
that they know, and He will say, I am your Lord’ Then they will say, “You 
are our Lord,” 

And in the two Sahil it is related from Abi Sa‘id that the Prophet & 
said, ““Then the Omnipotent One will come to them in a form other than 
His form upon which they saw Him the first time and then He will say, 

Zp 

iW 
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m your Lord’ They will say, “You are our Lord. Then only the 

Shes, upon them be blessing and peace, will address Him. i: will then 

said, ‘Is there between you and Him a sign that you know? They will 

‘The shin? Then He will expose His shin, and every believer will fall 

4 te to Hini”® | | 

You should know that it is compulsory for every Muslim to believe 

h respect to God, Glorified and Exalted be He, that it 1S impossible that 

form” which happens to be a shape and a composition applies to God. 

a Sulayman al-Khattabi said, “The meaning of ‘then God, Exalted in 

ie ness, will come to them’ is that ‘He will remove the veil for them 

: ‘i they see Him with their eyes, just as they used to identify Him in the 

orld through empirical indications. So seeing Him after they had not 

en Him is analogous with the arrival of the visitor who has not been 

* 

) ' BE ars have said, “He will come to them with the horrors of 

e Resurrection and the forms of the angels.”9 But, they were not famil- 

B with the like of such [a scene] in the world, so they will seek refuge 

that condition and they will say, “When our Lord comes we will 

cognize Him.” That is,““When He comes to us we will know Him from 

is kindness.’ And it is the “form” that they recognize. Then He will 

ncover a shin, meaning an adversity. It is as if He will remove those 

srrible adversities. So they will fall prostrate out of gratitude. | 

| One of them said, “It is a form by which He will test nee just as He 

vill dispatch the Anti-Christ (Dajjal). Then, they will say, We take refuge 

ath God, Exalted in Highness, from you.” Also, in the hadith Macon by 

sbi Misa, in which the Prophet # said, “The people will say: Vou. we 

A e a Lord that we used to worship in the [mundane] were Then, it 

vill be said, ‘And would you know Him if you saw Him. They will say, 

Yes’ Then it will be said, ‘How could you know him and youdhave not 

seen Him?’ They will say, ‘Surely, there is none that resemble Him. Then 

He will remove the veil, and they will gaze at God, Mighty and belles 

Then they will fall prostrate’” Imam Ibn ‘Aqil said, “The ‘form literally 

“ 
u 

a 

J 

8 The discussion of this hadith has already passed during jae explanation of His saying, 

Exalted in Highness: The Day that a shin will be laid bare (Qur’an 68:42). ; 

9 [This should be read] while considering ‘in’ [which appears in the verse] - Es 

‘with? Similar to it is the statement of Ibn ‘Abbas who said about His saying, te : : 
He: Do they but wait until God comes to them in canopies of clouds [sss] UF an nae t rs 

“This means with canopies of clouds” according to what Fakhr al-R4zi reported in his 

book, Asds al-Taqdis. 
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on, He forbade vile deeds. And, there 1s no person who loves praise 

et od.” 

a... mention the word “person” (shakhs) and some men- 

“There is nothing more jealous than God.” The transmitters narrate 

ding to what they believe the meaning to be. [The mention of the 

d) person results from the corruption of the transmitters. ‘The mean- 

“could be, “There is not from you—O people—anyone more jealous 

| God.” That is because once everyone was mentioned altogether He 

s denoted by their particular names. The person can only be a eee 

§ body. Another statement with similar form is that of Ibn Mas‘ad, 

Shere has not been created from Heaven or Hell anything greater than 

"Verse of the Chair” (Aydt al-Kurs?). 

Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal said, “The created refers to Heaven and Hell, 

st to the Qur'an.” It is also possible for this to be a result of the gram- 

Scal rule which determines that an entity mentioned in a group of 

ngs may be excluded when it 1s unrelated to the members of that cat- 

ory, like in His saying, Exalted be He: They have no pOUNCESe of it except 

pursuit of conjecture (Qur'an 4:1 57).11 As for “jealousy, the scholars ev 

id,““Anyone who has displayed jealousy towards a thing has attribute his 

like to it.’ So, when God forbade vile deeds and threatened [to punish] 

or [committing] them, the Messenger of God 2 characterized Him as 

applies to lines and shapes. But those are some of the characteristics 
physical entities. And what diverted us from [determining] Him to b 
physical entity or body is His saying, Exalted be He: There is nothing | 
unto Aim (Qur’an 42:11). Even a rational proof that could be utiliz 

[to support the aforementioned conclusion] is that if God is a compo 
body, His [supposed] Form would be a contingent property [indicative 
createdness]. And if God is a bearer of accidents, what is possible for ph 
ical bodies would be possible in His regard. [It would then follow th 
God would need a maker, and if He were a composite body withoi 
beginning, it would also be possible for us to be without beginning [sin 
we would be equal to Him, and there is no differnce between one pos 
ble equal and another]. | 

So the evidence compels us to assign a meaning to “form” who 
possessive form applying to God would be befitting Him and prope 
And that is to demand that it means the “state” upon which [Arabi 
linguists used sometimes synonymously with “form.” They say, “What j 
your form (“state”) like with fuldn2” as well as,“‘fulan is on a form (‘state” 
of poverty.” 

So, the state that they disavowed knowledge of is [the state of] incon: 
sistency, while the one that they acknowledged was [the state of ] kindnes 
Therefore, He will remove adversity, since change is something that 0 h 
befits His action. As for His essence, it is exonerated from change.!° We take 
refuge with God from having the hadith taken according to the under 
standing of those that ascribe bodily characteristics to God, and [them 
understanding] that the “form” (siira) refers to His being. That is to deem i 
possible for change to befall His attributes. In spite of that, they referred to 
Him as being a “form.” If that is meant literally, then it is an impossibility 
and, if it is something [they] will imagine, then it is undoubtedly not as they 
would believe. He will show them something other than Himself. 

javing jealousy. 

The Seventh Hadith 

Mba Misa related that the Prophet & said, “Verily, God, Exalted ene 

seated Adam from a handful that He grabbed from the entire Earth. 

‘The handful was attributed [to God] because the actions of the thing pos- 

«sed can be attributed to the owner. That is because Adam was produced 

11 Translator: Meaning that conjecture does not fall in the category of knowledge, a 

sion is given that it does. Its exclusion from the whole should not be 

. 

. 

| a 
C is is God's saying: So the Muslim related in his Sahih that al-Mughira reported that the Messenger inderstood that it falls under knowledge. Another example of chis is Go a ying me 

angels fell prostrate, all of them, altogether, except for the Devil (Qur'an 38:73-74). The 1mp 

AEE Ste ete SND person more jealous than God “toa i » gets is that the Devil is one of the angels, but the truth is that he is not. It is common 

Arabic usage to express an item to belong to a group of things and then for it 7 a | 

y excluded from it while indicating that it does not belong with the category of t ; aut er 

entities. For example, the Arabs used to say, “All the men stood up except for a don ey. ‘ 

7: Suyiti says in al-Jami al-Kabir, “Aba Dawid, Tirmidht, Ahmad, and Hakim reporte 

tas well as Bayhaqi in al-Sunan, Tabarani in al-Kabir, and Ibn Sa‘d. 

The Sixth Hadith 
hough the impres 

'° Translator: Change does befit God’s action, but it does not befit His essence, since 
according to the orthodox school of the Ash‘aris, God’s actions are created, while His 
essence is not. His action is something that occurs outside of His essence, and were we tc 
say that it is not created, it would mean that the creation is eternal without beginning, since 
His creation is an act of His. , 
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from a heap of sand as in His saying, Exalted be He: So, we obliterated the 

(Qur'an 54:37). Muhammad ibn Sa‘d related in Kitab al-Tabagat { 

Compendium of Scholars’) that God, Exalted be He, created the Dew 

then took [mud] from the surface of the Earth, and created Adam a 

For that reason, the Devil said: Shall I prostrate to him who You created frot 1 

(Qur'an 17:61). 

Abd Allah ibn Hanbal said, “I have not seen this hadith in the relied 

s source books of the sacred law.’ Concerning “Ubayd ibn Hunayn, 

thant said of him, “His hadiths on the authority of the People of 

ina are not sound.” In the hadith is another weakness [namely] that 

fda ibn al-Nu‘m4n died during the caliphate of ‘Umar, God, Exalted 

ighness, be pleased with him, and ‘Ubayd ibn Hunayn died in the year 

it the age of seventy-five according to the statement of Waqidi. So his 

ation from Qatada ibn al-Nu’man would have a broken chain. Imam 

nad said, “If its chain of narration was sound it would be possible that 

'Messenger of God & related it from some of the People of the Book 

3} manner of condemning them [since it portrays the Creator as a human 

@ who lies down and crosses his legs], but Qatada did not understand 

Phe was condemning [them].” 

imilar to this is the hadith in which we are told that al-Zubayr heard 

an relating a hadith about the Messenger of God &. He listened until 

‘man finished and asked, “You heard this from the Messenger of God 

The man said, “Yes.” He said, “This and the likes of it are of what we 

we been prohibited from relating about the Prophet £%. By my life, I [too] 

ve heard this from the Messenger of God # on that day. However, the 

essenger of God # started with this hadith, and he related it to us con- 

ning a man from the People of the Book. He related it and then you 

me after the conclusion of the first part of the hadith. He also men- 

pned the man from the People of the Book, but you thought that it was 

aadith on the authority of the Messenger of God &.” 

T would then say that this statement is most likely the allusion in the 

dith of al-Zubayr to the hadith of Qatada. Indeed the People of the Book 

id, “Verily, God, Exalted be He, when He created the Heavens and the 

rt rested.’ So His Words were revealed, Exalted be He: And no fatigue 

wwhed us (Qur’an 50:38). It is possible that the Messenger of God # nar- 

fed that about them, and Qatada did not hear the first part of the speech. 

‘Abd al-Rahmian ibn Ahmad related in Kitab al-Sunna, saying, 

I saw al-Hasan placing his right foot on top of his left while sitting. 

The Eighth Hadith 

Salman related that the Prophet & said, “Verily, when God leavened Ada 

clay [from which he was created] and struck him with His hands a 

good [soul] came out in His right hand and every foul [soul] came out 
His other hand. Then, He shuffled them. Thereafter, He brings the i 1 

out of the dead and the dead out of the living.” 

This is incompletely transmitted (mursal). It has been also establish 

with proof that the One True God, Glorified and Exalted be He, iz 

described as touching anything. If it were sound, it would be taken men 

as a similitude to refer to that by which destinies run. Qadit [Abu a! 

said, “The leavening of the clay and mixing some of it with other 

annexed to the hand by which God created Adam.” [But it should” 
known that] this is a clear equation between the Creator and His creatia 

The Ninth Hadith 

‘Ubayd ibn Hunayn related, “While I was sitting in the mosque, Qata 

ibn al-Nu‘man suddenly came in, sat down, and began to speak. He sa 

‘Go with us to visit Abii Sa‘Td al-Khud1, for I have been informed that 

has fallen ill’? So we went until we entered upon Abii Sa‘td and found hi 

lying down while resting his right foot on the left. We greeted him and @ 

Qatada then raised his hand to the foot of Abu Sa‘td al-Khudri a 

pinched it extremely hard. [In doing so] Abt Sa‘td said: “Glory to God ( 

son of Adam who has caused me pain!’ Qatada said: "I meant [to do] | h2 

since the Messenger of God #§ said, ‘Verily, God, Exalted be He, when 4 

completed His creation, He lied down, and then put one of His feeua 

the other. He then said: ‘It is not proper for one of His creation to dot hi 

Aba Sa‘td said, ‘I will surely not do this ever again’’’*3 dq 

d not report this hadith of his in their Sahihs. He is in the view of hadith scholars, one who 

pot used to support an argument. [Concerning him] it has been reported that Yahya ibn 

isin said, “His hadiths are not used as proof,” as well as saying, “Falth is weak.” It has also 

gen reported that Nasa said, “Falth is not strong.” The Shaykh (al-Bayhaqj] said, “So since 

ah ibn Sulayman al-Madani is one that hadith scholars differ about the permissibility of 

sug him as proof, the like of this grave matter cannot be established by his narration.” He 

ihe mentioned as a weakness the fact that ‘Ubayd did not meet with Qatada. 

'3 Hafiz Bayhaqi related this report in al-Asmd wa al-Sifat and said, “This is a rejects 

hadith. [ have only recorded it from this chain of narration. Falth ibn Sulayman—one 4 

the narrators—despite fulfilling the condition of al-Bukhari and Muslim, we find that the 
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So I said: ‘O Abi Sa‘td! This sitting posture is disapproved of’ He sai 

‘May God distance from His mercy the Jews [who said: God rested on 

seventh day]! Then he read: And We have created the Heavens, the Earth, a 

all between them in six days, and no fatigue touched us (Qur’an §0:38). Thet 

knew what he meant by it. So I desisted.’ 

I say that al-Hasan was alluding to what we mentioned about the Jew 

It has been soundly established about the Messenger of God &, Abi Ba 
and ‘Umar, may God be pleased with them, that [the Jews] used to reelif 

while placing one foot on another foot, while that is only disliked for & 
one who is not wearing trousers. And God knows best. 

The Tenth Hadith 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] related about Hasan ibn ‘Atiyya that a man from [amon 
the polytheists reviled the Messenger of God & so a man from the Musil 
assaulted and then killed him. Thereafter, the [Muslim] man was killed) 

retribution. So the Messenger of God #& said, “Why are you astonished 
he who supported God, Exalted be He, and His Messenger? He met Go 

Exalted be He, while reclining and then He sat up for him.” 

This is a hadith of one of the disciple’s of the Prophet's companig 

(tabi in) far from being sound. If it had any strength its meaning would} 

“Then God, Exalted in Highness, turned to him and blessed him.” 

The Eleventh Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Anas related that { 

Prophet & said, “Hell will continue to [have souls] cast into it and ity 

say, ‘Are there more?’ until the Lord of Might puts His foot in it. Then p 

of it will become folded to the rest of it.”'4 
In considering this hadith, it is our duty to believe that God’s essen 

Mighty and Majestic, does not divide into parts, place cannot contain) 

and it cannot be characterized by change and going from one place 

'4 Jar Allah Zamakhshati says in his book, al-Fa‘ig ft Gharib al-Hadith, “Putting 

on something is a similitude indicative of inhibition and suppression. So it is as if hes 

‘The command of God will come to it’ Then it (the foot) will prevent it (Hell) & 

seeking the addition, so it will be inhibited.” He also says in Asds al-Baldgha, “An exam 

of figurative speech is:“Then He will put His foot over it’ That is, He will give it calm; 

break its vehemence, just as when a man places his foot on something that is palpite 

A 

to give it calm and stillness.” 
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ather. Abi ‘Ubayd al-Harawi related that Hasan al-Basrt said, “Al-qadam 

rally the foot) is a reference to those from the worst of God’s creatures 

0 have been earmarked and designated for Hell?’ Abu Mansar al-Azhari 

 “Al-Qadam are those who have been preordained to reside everlast- 

Wy in the Fire. And things that have been placed out in front are refered 
in Arabic as gadam, while things that have been demolished are called 

dam.’ And his 2 saying, “As for the Garden, He will erect for it a 
ation” supports this. 

second interpretation is that all of those who will arrive at Hell is 

led a gadam. In this case, gadam is the plural of qddim. As for those who 

ite the hadith with the word “foot/leg,” the Arab say [about locusts}, “‘a 

wt or leg of locusts.” So the intent would be “a party will enter Hell 

embling, in their abundance, locusts. Then they will fall quickly into it.” 
@ [Abu Ya‘la] said, “The foot is an essential attribute of the [Divine] 

ence. Ibn Zaghiini said, “It can be said that, He put his foot in the Fire 

y to inform them that their idols burn. It was as if He was saying, “Your 
§ burn and I do not burn.” But this is an acknowledgment of division 

sods essence into parts. It is amongst the most deplorable of beliefs. 

And | found that Abii Bakr ibn Khuzayma composed a book about 
attributes,'5 and divided it into chapters. Some of his chapters read: 
ye Chapter of the Affirmation of the Hand,’ “The Chapter of Holding 
tHeavens on His fingers,’ and “The Chapter of the Affirmation of the 

in spite of the Mut tazilites.”’Then he said, “God, Exalted be He, said: 

hey have feet by which they walk? Or do they have hands by which they 

be? (Qur'an 7:195). So He has told us that whoever does not have a 

id or foot is like the cattle.” 

mam Ibn ‘Aqil said, “God is indeed exalted from having an attribute 
foccupies places! And the One True God, Exalted be He, is not in need 

lossessing sections or parts such that He deals with things by them. 

fen if we take this literally], are we to believe that His command and 

ion are carried out in the Fire such that He seeks help through 

ething of His essence and deals with it (the Fire) with one of His 

ibutes, although He is the one who said [to the Fire kindled for 

tham|: Be coolness and peace (Qur'an 21:69)?1° 

tis the book that he called Kitab al-Tawhid (The Book of Monotheism). Imam Fakhr 

m al-Razi says about it, “It is in reality Kitab al-Shirk (The Book of Polythiesm).” 

translator: This clearly shows that all He has to say to bring something into existence 

i!” and it is. 
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ill say, ““O Lord! But my oversight! My offense!” Then He will say, “Get 

thind Me!” Then he will say, “O Lord! But my offense!” Then He will 

»“Take hold of My foot!” And in one wording on the authority of Ibn 

in n he said, “Verily God, Exalted be He, will bring David close until he 

aces his hand on His Thigh.”. 

It is unbelievable that one would attribute such a thing to the One 

Fue God, Glorified and Exalted is He, with the statements of one of the 

sciple’s of the Prophet’s companions, while it has not been soundly 

| stablished that it is transmitted by them! If it were sound, they would be 

Abii Hurayra related that the Prophet #& said, “the Non-believer’s molar lating it from the People of the Book as Wahb ibn Munabbih mentions. 

the Fire will be like Mount “‘Uhud. And the density of his skin will ut, Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said, “We hold it on its literal meaning, because we 

forty-two cubits by the cubit of the Omnipotent One.”"” fe not affirming a foot or thigh that would be a limb.” This is simply 

Abi “Umar, the Scrupulous, said, “Al-Jabbar (the Omnipotent On mazing! They have completed the structure of the body by affirming a 

here means ‘The Tall One’ The Arabs called a date-palm tree that is ral igh, a shin, a face, two hands, fingers, a little finger, a thumb, ascent, and 

jabbara?’'® Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said, “We understand it according to its ou escent. [Then] they say, “They are construed according to their apparent 

ward form, while al-Jabbar is God, Mighty and Majestic.” eanings,” but qualify by stating, “While they are not limbs.” 

This is unbelievable! Have they lost their minds?! Is it permissible ¢ Would any sane person really affirm for God, Exalted be He, a back, 

say that the cubit (dhira‘) is forty-two times [in length] until it reaches th front and a thigh? We should not even make the effort to sit and speak with 

[size of the] non-believer’s skin and believe that there is some connec 0 ich people as these, since we know what the thigh is. But they immediately 

to the Beginningless essence of The Divine? God is Exalted high abow mp and say, “It isn’t a thigh. And the backside isn’t a backside.” No one 

[this egregious blasphemy]! should seek to have any form of intelligent conversation with these people, 

for they will only insult your intelligence and speak to you as children. 

How feeble-minded this belief is! Be it far removed from the Creat 

of all in the terrestrial and celestial realms! He has expressly declared the 
to be liars. He said: If these were gods they would not have drawn near to 

(Qur’an 21:99), so how can it be believed that the Creator will draw ne, 

to it (i.e., Hell)? God is Exalted above the foolishness of those who likes 

Him to a human body! | 

The Tivelfth Hadith 

The Thirteenth Hadith 
The Fourteenth Hadith 

Qadri [Abit Ya‘la] relates about Mujahid that he said, “When the Day af 

Resurrection comes, David, upon him be blessing and peace, will mention 

his oversight and God, Exalted be He, will say, “Come to Me!” Then fi 

jukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahths that Abi: Hurayra reported 

he Prophet # as saying, “God laughs at two men, one of them kills the 

sther, both of them will enter Paradise.” In the Afrad of Imam Muslim it 

sreported that Ibn Mas‘iid said that the Messenger of God £& was told 

Pipches ine Gate a C hie Tana Peconic: a bout the last person who will enter Paradise and he laughed. He was then 
adiths that nave come ommon r from nh Lun ce . 39 : «ec 

related it from Abii ae going ae Prophet  Abred, Toba Bayhag asked, “Why are you laughing?” He replied, “Because of the laughter of 

[related it] from Ibn ‘Umar going back to the Prophet & and Tirmidht from Abii Hu Vr he Lord of the worlds. . . . 

| You should keep in mind that the word dalik (literally laughing) has a 
{with similar wordings]. 

: rally ! | 

'§ Ibn Qutayba says in his book, Ta‘wil Mukhtalif al-Hadith, during his discussion of ti umber of meanings that all originate from “clarification” and “manifesta- 

hadith, “We say that this hadith has a sound interpretation if the Prophet & intended it} fon.” Anyone who reveals a matter that was hidden, it is said of him [in 

is that ‘al-Jabbar’ in this instance is a aereTCnEE to the king. Gos, Bretec be He, it ine n abic]: “he laughed.” It is said, [for example] “The Earth laughed with 

you are not over them a tyrant [Ring] (Qur’an §0:45). That is,‘an overlord, and the ‘jababin SO en it appears in it and brings forth its dower? This i¢ lita 

(plural of jabbdar) are ‘the kings’ This is akin to people saying: ‘he is such and such Be PP eee ae Set che 7 
he same thing when it is said, “The sky cried.” The poet said: “Every day 

he Earth laughs with a new daisy/From the crying of the sky.” 

"7 Shaykh Isma‘ll ‘AjliinT says in his book, Kashf al-Khafa wa Muzil al-Ilbds ‘amma ish 

hara min al-ahadith ‘ala Alsinat al-Nas (“Removing Obscurity and Confusion from th 

by the king’s cubit [measure]. They mean ‘by the largest cubit. And I believe that he wa 

one of the non-Arab kings who had a perfect-sized forearm. So it was attributed to him! 
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A449 2 Se et 

KEPURKIS OF ALIRIBUTES 

The Fifteenth Hadith Laughter that seizes people is merely a reference to when ont 
manifests the teeth that are concealed by the mouth. But this is impo 
with respect to God, Glorified and Exalted is He. It is [therefore] nece 
to construe it to mean, “God manifested His generosity and STAciOUse 

And the meaning of, “I laughed because of the laughter of my Lon 
“T [laughed by revealing my teeth and opening my mouth] because. 
Lord’s manifestation of His Generosity and Graciousness.” It has [also hb 
related in a hadith designated to a companion that, “He laughed unt 
uvulas and molars showed.” Khallal mentioned it in Kitab al-Sunna. 

Al-Marwazi said, “I said to Abii ‘Abd Allah: ‘What do you say aboute 
hadith?’ He said, ‘It should be given some consideration. Then he § 
‘Assuming its soundness, two interpretations are possible. The first of th 
is that “he” refers to the Prophet &. It is as if he laughed when he wast 
about the Lord’s laughter, Splendid is His Majesty, until his u | 
molars showed. And this is the correct interpretation if the hadith’s soum 
ness is confirmed. The second [interpretation] is that it is a metaphor im 
cating the greatness of generosity and the broad scope of satisfaction je 
as He drew a metaphor in His saying, “And whoever comes to me wa 
ing [a normal pace] I'll come to him walking [quickly].”19 But, Qadi [A 
Ya‘la] said, “Adopting the [understanding of the] outward meaning of # 
hadiths is not prohibited while allowing them to pass on their ou wa 
forms without reassigning their literal meanings.” | 

How amazing! He has affirmed attributes for God, Exalted be He, wit 
reports with slender documentary base and expressions not confirmed t 
be sound, just as he affirmed [for Him] the [existence of] molars. He kk 
no good to take from Islim!?° 

d Allah ibn ‘Umar in b a : d to ‘Ab 
| [Aba Ya‘la] related a hadith designated to els from the light of 
b he said, “God, Exalted be He, created the ang 

orearms and the chest.” 

y it, Qadi [Abii Ya'la| afarmed for God, Mighty and Majestic, fore- 
; fT at is 

sand a chest, this is despicable, because this report is a hadith i A 
we 4 7 ae transmission. t] nor is it of a sound ‘elevated [to the Prophe ing is made from the ¥ that the created thing is m ie the slightest bit of sense ae hat 
ence of the Beginningless One? This 1s more deplorable than w 

ristians claimed! 

The Sixteenth Hadith 

i ted 
din the two Sahihs that Ibn “Umar tepor 

a ill be brought close to his Lord. 

‘Do you 

khart and Musli i 

st the Prophet && said, “The believer w | , 

Sn He at place His wing (kanaf) over him, and then say: 

a ize this sin?” | , ; 

: h iar said. “He will bring him close to His mercy and eee 

yr Anbar said, “His wing is His protection and screen. It 1s said: “So an 

% eened SO iid so’ when he protects him and screens him. And every- 

hi ig that screens another has guarded it. The shield is called a kanif because 

screens its owner.” 

But, Qadi [Abii Ya lal 

fhese words come from someone w 

yalted be He. He does not even know th : ae 

| ce is something that is not possible in His regard. Comp 

transmitted statement, “Verily, He draws near on the day of nee 

J ing that He will approach by way of His Kindness and Forgiveness. 

said. “He will bring him close to His essence. 

; 

. 

ho does not know God, Glorified and 

at coming close in terms of dis- 

'? Translator: The complete wording in the first narration of this hadith is mentioned j 
[mam Muslim's collection. It reads that God—High is He—says: “I am with My slave 
thought of Me. And I am with him when He mentions Me. If He mentions Me to his self 
[ mention him to Myself. If he mentions me in an assembly, I mention Him in an asem 
bly better than them. If he draws near to Me a handspan, I draw near to him a cubit. TE be 
ait near to Me a cubit, I draw near to him the length of both arms piece Ang Muslim related in his Afra 
€ comes to Me walking at a normal pace, I come to him walking quickly.” See Sharh j ho used to graze some sm 

Salith Muslim, hadith no. 2675, Kitab al-Dhikr wa al-Du‘a. 4 ve-girl ee 
*° Translator: What has been translated as ‘He has no good to take from Islam’ is "3 

expression pd pul (ya eric Lei, In the 1998 publication of Daf’ al-Shubah from al-Maktahe 
al-Azhariyya li al-Turath, it reads: 
HE Ce eV! (ys onic Lei which could be translated as meaning “So he has no news/repont 

from Islam.” I felt that this was a possible misrepresentation of the original text, so 
replaced ‘khabar’ (news/report) with ‘khayr (good). And God knows best. 

The Seventeenth Hadith 

d that Mu‘awiya ibn al-Hakam said, “I had a 

all livestock for me. One day she left 

on the authority of ‘A’isha, may God be pleased 

“Chere is no day that God frees more slaves from 

then boasts of them to the angels 

“Supplication 

21 Translator: Ibn Majah reports a hadith 

£ God & said: with her, that the Messenger 0 i 

the Fi the Day of ‘Arafa. Verily He draws near, a zi 
3 —.. i (people) want?” See Kitab al-Mandsik, chapter 56 

“at ‘Arafa”’ hadith no. 3014. 
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And we do not say that any of God’s creation is over Him by any 

neans, and He does not take up residence in objects with His essence, nor 

les He withdraw from them, because if He had taken up residence in 

mn, He would be a part of them. [Likewise] if He withdrew from them, 

He would be at a distance from them. 

[them alone] and suddenly a wolf made away with a sheep. So I gave 
a severe slapping. I then went to the Messenger of God & and he empha 
sized the seriousness [of what I had done] to me. So I said, ‘Should I fre 
her?’ He said, ‘Bring her to me. He then asked her, ‘Where is God, Exalte 
be He?’ She said, ‘In Heaven. The Messenger of God & then asked, ‘Wh 
am I?’ She said, “The Messenger of God’ The Messenger of God & said 
‘Free her, for indeed she is a believer.” 

It has been established by the scholars that God, Exalted be He, cai 
neither be contained by Heaven nor Earth nor do the [different] region 
of land embrace Him. Thus, the only thing recognized by her gesture is th 
Creator's greatness to her—Splendid is His Majesty. 

The Nineteenth Hadith 

Sukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Abii Hurayra narrated 

that the Prophet # said, “Our Lord descends every night to the sky of the 

world when the last third of the night remains. He says, Who calls on Me, 

so that I can answer him?’”’ 

Twenty Companions related the hadith of the descent, and the state- 

ment that motion, translocation, and change are impossible with respect to 

: im, Mighty and Majestic, has already been touched upon. So there 

emain two types of people with respect to this narrative. | 

There is the one who interprets it to mean that “He brings His mercy 

¢lose,” just as He has expressed [other] things as descending as well. He said, 

Exalted be He: And We sent down Iron. In it is great strength (Qur'an $7:25), 

even though its mineral is from the Earth. He also said: And He sent down 

for you of cattle eight pairs (Qur’an 39:6). The one who does not know the 

descent of the camel, how can he speak about the camel? 

" The second position is to refrain from speaking about it while adopt- 

ing the belief that God is free of imperfection. The duty of all people is to 

believe in God’s perfect state and to deny the possibility of Him changing 

from one location to another, [just as they are to believe] that the 

descent” (nuziil) in the hadith, which is to transfer from place to place, 

r quires three composite bodies: a body above that 1s a place for its occu- 

pant, a body below, and a body that transfers from Highness to lowness. 

But, this is not possible with respect to God, Mighty and Majestic. | 

But, Ibn Hamid said, “He is on the Throne in His essence, making 

physical contact with it, and He descends from His place that He occupies 

and He changes from one place to another.” This is a man who does not 

know what is possible with respect to God, Exalted be He. 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said, “The descent is an attribute of the essence. And 

we do not say that it is the descent that means ‘changing from one place to 

another’” This one is a deceptive sophist! And one of them said, “He moves 

when He descends.” He does not know that motion is not possible with 

respect to God, Exalted be He. They also related that Imam Ahmad made a 

The Eighteenth Hadith 

Abt Razin relates this hadith. He said, “I said, ‘O Messenger of God 
Where was our Lord before creating His creation?’ He said, ‘He was if 
[dark] clouds. All below it was air and all above it was air. Then 
created His Throne over the water, ”’?? 

‘Amd means clouds, but know that the directions of above and below 
refer to the clouds, not to God, Exalted be He. And [the preposition] “in” 
has the meaning of “above.” So, the meaning would be, “He was over the 
clouds in terms of management and subjection,’?3 ) 

Since people were familiar with created things they would ask about them, 
and the clouds are part of the composite whole of His creation. Had they 
asked about what was before the clouds the Messenger of God && would have 
answered that God, Exalted be He, existed while there was nothing else with 

Him as has been related from the Messenger of God # “God—Sanctified and 
Exalted is He—existed while there was nothing else with Him” 

*2 Imam Ahmad related it in his Musnad, Ibn Jarir in Tahdhib al-Athar, Tabarant in 
al-Kabir, and Abii Shaykh in al-‘Azama (Cf., Jami ‘al-Jawami‘). 

*3 Translator: Furthermore this hadith is weak. Both Tirmidhi and Ahmad reported it on 
the authority of Abi Razin al-‘Ugayli, and Waki‘ ibn Hudus was the only one to relate it on 
the authority of his paternal uncle, Abi: Razin Abt’ Mus‘ab al-‘Ugayli al-Ta‘iff. Ibn Qutay ba 
said about Wakt‘, “He is unknown.” Ibn Qattan said, “He is of unknown status.” Ibn Hibban 
mentioned him amongst the reliable narrators, and Ibn Hajar said about him, “He is accept- 
able.” What is known from the methodology of Ibn Hajar is that when he grades a particu 
narrator as being “acceptable,” it means that he has narrated a few hadiths, and that he is ner 
valid as a proof unless his narration is supported by a separate narrator who is at the mini- 
mum, just as strong as he is. However, Waki's report has not been strengthened by either a 
strong or weak narrator, and so the classification of the hadith is obvious. 
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: : said, “Who will host him tonight?” So a man from the Ansar stood 

and said, “I will, O Messenger of God!” Then he went with him to his 

fe, and then said,“‘Do you have anything?” She said, “No. Only the food 

my children.” He said, “Then distract them somehow when the chil- 

ea want dinner, and then put them to sleep, so [that] when our guest 

prics in, put out the lamp and make him think that we are eating.” So 

ey sat down and the guest ate. Then when the morning came he went 

e Prophet # and said, “God, Exalted be He, was amazed with how 

u behaved with your guest last night.” 

yr is related in Bukhari’s Afrad that Abt’ Hurayra narrated that the 

ophet & said, “God is amazed by people who are dragged in chains until 

ey enter Paradise.” 

"The scholars state, ““Amazement results only from something that comes 

ne xpectedly to a person of which he does not know, and then he regards 

4s something great. It does not befit the Creator, Splendid is His Majesty. 

other, its meaning is that the value of that thing is great to God, since the 

me who is amazed by something its value is great to him. What is meant 

similar declaration even though it is a lie on him.*4 So if the descent we 

an essential attribute for His essence, it would be an attribute that is renew 

every night.?5 But His attributes are beginningless like His essence. 

The Twentieth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahths that Abti Hurayra narrate 

that a man came to the Prophet & and said, “Verily I am exhausted” § 

24 Abii Ya‘li related that in his Tabaqat from Ahmad by way of Abii al-‘Abbis al-Istakham 
and it is as the author said: “‘a concocted report.” It is strange that Ibn Taymiyya recon de 

it in his Ma‘gi#l—without objecting—what Harb ibn Isma‘ll al-Karmani, the discip ec 

Muhammad ibn Karram, relates in his Masd‘il about Ahmad and others in reference t 

Him, Glory to Him! [It reads]: “[...] He talks and moves [...]” He also conveyed from 

Darimi’s al- Nagd—while remaining silent or concurring— [that he said]: “The Living, Ti 

Self-Subsisting does what He pleases, He moves when He pleases, He descends and ascend 

when He pleases, He grabs and extends, and He stands and sits when He pleases, becaus 

the sign distinguishing between the living and the dead is movement. Every living thing 

undoubtedly moves, and every lifeless thing undoubtedly does not move.” [It was al y the “chains” is that they were forced into compliance, [a manner] by 

related that Ibn Taymiyya while discussing the hadith of the descent was asked how + ich they will enter Paradise. Ibn Anbar1 said, ‘““The meaning of, “Your 

rebar oie ne rae steps —- a ans eae pane ne said: “Like ti ord was amazed’ is that He increased them in blessing and good treatment. 

escent of mine.” As a result, he was accused of being an anthropomorphist. ya ; ( 13? 

25 One of the things that Ibn Hazm mentions about the batch of the descent is, “This so he expressed that in this hadith through [the word] sana 

is merely an action that God does, Exalted in Highness, in the sky of the ephemeral world 

which means ‘to open up to accept supplication. That hour is one of the most likely ame: 

of acceptance, response, and forgiveness for the diligent, those seeking forgiveness, and 

those [who are] repenting. This is well-known in the language [of the Arabs]. They say 

‘flan descended from his right for me, meaning that ‘he gave it and he conferred it to ne. 

One of the proofs of it being an attribute of action, not an attribute of the essence, is tha 

the Messenger of God & attached the aforementioned descent to a particular time. So it 

holds true that it is an action brought into existence at that time, done at that instance. We 

already know that whatever is without beginning, cannot be attached to a particular time 

by any means. The Messenger of God & made clear in some versions of the aforementionet 

hadith what that action is. It is that he mentioned #& that God commands an angel whos 

summoned at that time to do that. Furthermore, the third of the night differs from ong 
land to another according to the different times of sunrise and sunset, and whoever 38 

conducted a study knows that immediately. So it holds true immediately that it is an actic 

done by the Lord, Exalted in Highness, at that time for the people of each horizon. As for 

he who determined that to be translocation, we have already set forth the invalidation of 

his statement in Ibtal al-Qawl bi al-Jism.” 

Translator: On the basis of these comments by Ibn Hazm, may God show him merry, 

the fact that a particular third part of the night is always a reality in a particular part of the 

globe necessitates that God is always in the sky of the ephemeral world. This would mean 

that He is never on His Throne since He is in a constant state of descent. 

The Twenty-First Hadith 

sukhary and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Abt Hurayra narrated 

chat the Prophet 2 said, “God has greater joy from the repentance of one 

of you than one of you experiences from his lost animal when he finds it. 

| would say of this that when He 1s delighted with something, and satis- 

fed, it is said that, “He rejoiced.” The intent is merely to express satisfaction 

with the repentance of the one in question, and it is not permussible to 

believe about God, Glorified and Exalted be He, the sensation that is expe- 

rienced by created beings. For surely, the attributes of the One ‘True God, 

Fxalted be He, are beginningless. None of His attributes are created. 

The Twenty-Second Hadith 

Muslim related in his Afrad that Abu Misa, narrated, “The Messenger of 

God #& stood amongst us and made five brief pronouncements. He said, 

‘Verily God, Exalted be He, does not sleep and it is not proper that He 
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sleeps. He lessens justice and increases it. His veil is light. If He removed 

it, the Majestic Splendor of His Face would incinerate all that His sight 

reaches of His creation’ ”° 
As for his statement, “His Veil is light,” it should be known that this veil 

of His belongs to the creation, because it is not possible for Him to be 

veiled, since the veil would be larger than what it covers. And just as it is 

not possible for there to be a beginning and an end to His existence, it is 

not correct for there to be a limit for His essence. The intent is merely that 

created beings are veiled from Him as He said, Exalted in Highness: Nay! 

Verily they will be veiled from their Lord on that day (Qur'an 85:15). As for the 

Majestic splendor, it is the plural of subha. It is said that the subha is the 

splendor of His Face. An example of this is His saying, Glory to God. It is 

merely a glorification of Him and an expression of His perfect state. But, 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said, “There is no harm in applying the expression, ‘a veil 

beyond God, not for ascribing a boundary to Him and not that it runs par- 

allel to His being.” This is the statement of a confused person by which 

he seeks to placate the common people. 

The Tiventy-Third Hadith 

Ibn ‘Abbas related that the Prophet & said, “Verily the People of Paradise 

will see their Lord, Exalted be He, every Friday in the sands of Kafir. 

Those sitting closest to Him will be those who came to Him the fastest 

on the Day of Resurrection.” 

His statement, “In the sands of Kafur,’ is an allusion to those who will 

be present there in the sands of Kaftir, and “the closest of them to Him” 

means the most fortunate of them “In His sight.” In another hadith, it 

states, The Just on the Day of Resurrection will be on pulpits of light on 

the right-hand side of the All-Merciful One.” Some of them said, “The 

right-hand side of the Throne.” In the hadith about the market place of 

Paradise, it says, “And there will not remain a single person in that sitting 

place that God will speak to without a mediator.” It has been related 

[in another version] as, “He will grab him by the waist” with a kha (T) 
provided with a diacritical point. 

26 — = aad + té * . 

Nawwawi says in Sharh Sahih Muslim, “And the estimation is that: ‘If He removed the 

thing hindering Him from being seen—it is the veil (Hijab) referred to as ‘light’ or ‘fire’— 

and He became manifest to His creation, the splendor of His being would incinerate all of 

His creatures.” 

88 

This [hadith], is related by Yusuf ibn ‘Abd Allah, and is an error. 

“Grabbing by the waist,’ means, “Io shake hands.” But, Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] 

said, “It is not impossible for the One True God, Exalted be He, to be in 

the sands of Kafur.’ Here, he has acknowledged a limit for the essence of 

God. Then he said, “Not meaning that He goes from place to place.” This 

[preposterous] thing is a game to him! Then he said, “And it is not impos- 

‘sible for them to draw near to the Divine essence.” But with this [inter- 

pretation] the hadith is spoiled. He also sought proof through the Prophet's 

statement, “Every single one of you, will be alone with His Lord, Exalted 

be He. The Qadri [Abii Ya‘la] said, “Seclusion 1s a way of expressing near- 

ness, and nearness to the Divine essence 1s possible.” And the refutation of 

“this has already passed. 

The Tiwenty-Fourth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Ibn Mas‘tid said that, 

“A Jewish scholar came to the Prophet # and then said,‘O Muhammad! 

Surely God will hold the Heavens on the Day of Resurrection on a fin- 

ger, the Earth on a finger, the mountains and the trees on a finger [...].” 

In another narration the wording is “[...] and the water and the soil on a 

finger. Then He will shake them.” So the Messenger of God #& smiled and 

then he said: “And they have not considered God according to His true worth 

(Qur’an 39:67).” 

I would answer this by stating that the apparent reason for the 

Prophet’s smile, & is [to show his] disapproval [of the Jew's statement].77 

The Jews liken God to His Creation, and the revelation of the verse 1s 

proof of the Messenger’s condemnation of such beliefs. Similar in mean- 

ing to this hadith is his saying, “Verily the hearts of the children of Adam 

are between two of the fingers of the All-Merciful One. He turns them 

about however He pleases.” Since the heart between two fingers 1s 

tractable and subdued, this indicates that the one who turns them about 

subjugates hearts. But, Qadi [Abu Ya‘la] said, “It is not wrong to hold and 

understand the report according to its outward meaning in affirming fin- 

gers as attributes that refer back to the Divine essence, since we do not 

affirm fingers that are limbs and parts.” 

27 Ibn Khuzayma (he is the one who fell into the error of anthropomorphism) consid- 

ers it unlikely that the Prophet's laugh & was out of disapproval. But Hafiz ibn Hajar has 

invalidated this claim of his in al-Fath. 
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%it means that He pulled out the tip of the little finger.” And 1n one 

wording [he said], “Then He gestured with His little finger and the moun- 

tain sunk into the ground.” Ibn Hamid recited, “So when his Lord 

became manifest to the mountain, the first joint of His little finger came 

This is the statement of a confused person, because he is either te 
affirm limbs or he is to interpret it. As for understanding and holding 
them on their outward meanings, their outward meanings are limbs. Then 

he says, “But they are not parts.” So this is the statement of one who stands 

while sitting down. So the comments of whoever states this are spoiled. out of it.” ; 

This hadith is one that the scholars of hadith have commented on. 

They said, “No one has related it from a reliable transmitter other than 

Hamad ibn Salama, and Ibn Abii al-‘Awja’, the crypto-infidel, who intro- 

duced some deplorable things to Hamad which he related towards the end 

‘of his life. For that reason, some authors of sound hadith collections 

shunned reporting on his authority.” Even still, explaining this hadith 1S 

easy, and that is because the Prophet & used to bring [its meaning] close 

to the faculties of [people’s] comprehension by mentioning perceptible 

things. So he placed his hand on his little finger alluding to the fact that 

God, Exalted in Highness, revealed something simple of His Signs. 

| 

The Twenty-Fifth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim relate in the two Sahihs that Ibn ‘Umar narrated that 

the Prophet && said, “God, Mighty and Majestic, will fold the Heavens on 

the Day of Resurrection. Then He will seize them in His right hand. Then 
He will say, ‘I am the King! Where are the mighty ones? Where are the proud 

ones?’”28 This is how Muslim related it, and it is the most complete of all 

versions. 

It has been established with decisive proof that the hand of the One 

True God, Glorified and Exalted be He, is not a limb, and that His clasp 

of things is not carried out through direct contact, nor does He have need 

of a palm. The Messenger of God & merely brought [its meaning] close to 

the faculties of comprehension in a way that human beings could under- 

stand it. As for the version mentioning “The left hand,” it is totally weak. 

It has been soundly established about the Messenger of God #§ that he said, 

“And both of His hands are a blessed right hand_’*9 So this weakens the 
mention of the left hand. 

The Twenty-Seventh Hadith 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] related from ‘Ikrima, that ‘Ikrima said, “Whenever God, 

Mighty and Majestic, wants to frighten His servants, He reveals some of 

His self to the Earth, and then it quakes. And whenever God wants to 

crush a people, He becomes manifest to them.” | | 

Qadir [Abii Ya‘la] said, “He reveals some of Himself” is held according 

to its outward form. It refers to the Divine essence in a manner that does 

not lead to the ascription of parts.” | 

I would say that whoever says, “He revealed some of His essence while 

‘t is not a combination of parts.” should not be entertained with conver- 

sation. Rather the intent of the narration would be that He manifested 

some of His signs. 

The Tiventy-Sixth Hadith 

Imam Ahmad, may God have mercy on him, related in his Musnad 

that Anas reported that the Prophet & said regarding His saying, Exalted 

be He: So when his Lord became manifest to the mountain (Qur’an 7:143) that, 

28 In the copies of Sahih Muslim that we have, there is the addition, “Then He will fold 

the Earths with His left hand.” 

*9 Al-Qutaybi says during the discussion of this hadith, “He merely meant by that [to 
express] the meaning of ‘completion’ and ‘perfection’ since the left sides of all things are 

lesser than their right sides in strength, force, and perfection. The Arabs used to love to do 

things with their right hands, and they despised [what they did with] their left hands due 

to the perfection found in the right hand and the imperfection found in the left hand. It 

is possible that it means ‘giving with both hands together, since the right hand is the one 

that gives. So if both hands are right hands, giving happens with both of them. Mirar 

adopted this view when he said: “And [ruling] over Iwana is one who is profoundly wise— 

A young man, both of his hands are a right hand’ ” 

The Twenty-Eighth Hadith 

Aba al-Akhmas al-Jumhi related that the Messenger of God #& asked him, 

“Is it true that you take your razor and cut the ears of some of the camels 

becaue of superstition], and then say, ‘This is a sacrifice?’ And do you split 

the ear of the other, and then say, ‘[This is] a severance for protection?’ He 

said, ‘Yes’ The Messenger of God #& said, ‘Then do not do it! For verily 

God’s razor, Exalted be He, is sharper than your razor, and God's upper 

arm, Exalted in Highness, is firmer than your upper arm.” 
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Qadri [Abii Ya‘la] said, “There is no objection to holding the report 
according to its outward meaning in its confirmation of the ‘upper arm’ as 

an attribute of His essence.” 

[Well, if that is so] I would then state [in response] that the intended 

meaning by the mention of the “upper arm” is [merely] “strength,” since 

a man's strength rests in his upper arm. [Based on the Qadz1’s logic] he 
should have also affirmed [that God has] a razor too. 

The Twenty-Ninth Hadith 

Abi Hurayra related that the Prophet && said, “Verily whenever the servant 

stands up to prayer, he is between the two eyes of the All-Merciful 
One.” 

We have already mentioned the attribute of “the eye” in the afore- 

mentioned verses before the discussion of the hadiths. What is intended by 

this hadith is that, “God, Exalted be He, sees the praying person. So let 

[those] who are praying to Him show correct manners while in His 

Presence.” Likewise is his saying, “[...] For verily God is in the direction of 

his face,” meaning that He sees him [the person praying]. 

The Thirtieth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that ‘A’isha, may God be 

pleased with her, reported that the Prophet ££ appeared while she was 

hosting a woman. He said, “Who is this?” She said: “Fuldna.3° She is ask- 

ing me about her prayer.” He said: “Burden yourself with what you have 

the capacity to do! For by God, Exalted be He, does not get bored until 

you get bored.” In another report, the wording is, “God, Exalted be He 

does not grow weary until you grow weary.” | 

The scholars state, “The meaning of the hadith is God, Exalted be 

He, does not get bored even if you get bored as the poet said: ‘Hudhayl 

burned Mina with rags/Mischief does not get bored until they get 
bored.” 

The true meaning is it (mischief) does not get bored even if they 

get bored [of doing a certain thing]. Otherwise, Hudhayl would have no 

superiority over them (the people of Mina). And some people said, 

0 : z x 3° Translator: The words fuldn and _fulana are used in Arabic and translate in English as ‘So 
and so’ 

Q2 

“Whoever gets bored of something [they] abandon it.” So the meaning 1s 

‘He does not abandon giving reward as long as they do not abandon doing 

gO od works. 

As for “boredom.” it means, “The dislike of something; to consider it 

annoying; for the soul to have an aversion towards it, and to grow weary 

of it,” which is impossible in His regard, Exalted be He. If this was possi- 

ble it would mean to affirm for Him change and for created things to take 

up residence in His being. 

The Thirty-First Hadith 

Khawla bint Hakim related that the Prophet £ said, “Verily the last step 

the All-Merciful One took was in Wajj.” 

Wajj is actually a ravine in Ta‘if, and it is the last blow by which God, 

Exalted be He, struck the polytheists [in war] at the hand of the Messenger 

of God #&. And like it is his saying, & “O God! Increase your step against 

Mudar!” And it (the step) is taken with the foot. Ibn Qutayba and others 

held this view. But, Qadi [Aba Ya‘la] said, “It is not wrong according to 

our principles to hold this report on its outward meaning, and that it is 

4 characteristic of the essence, not of action, since we held his saying, 

“We descends” and “He puts His foot in the Fire,” to refer to the Divine 

essence. 

This man alludes by “their principles” to what necessitates the ascrip- 

tion of a body, translocation, and motion. And this man, while likening 

God to His Creation, is far from understanding the language, the knowl- 

edge of historical events and the proofs of logic. He was misled by a hadith 

that was related about Ka‘b, that he said, ““Wajj is sacred. From it the Lord 

ascended to Heaven. Then He completed the creation of the Earth.” 

If this was soundly established from Ka‘b it is possible that he is nar- 

rating on the authority of the People of the Book, from whom he used to 

narrate much. If we presumed it to be one of his statements, its meaning 

would be that, “That place was the last part of the Earth that became lev- 

eled. Then the Lord ascended,’ He undertook the creation of Heaven. 

And it is as His saying, Exalted be He: Then He turned toward Heaven while 

it was smoke (Qur’an 41:11). 

It has been related by Abii Hurayra that the Prophet & said, “When I 

was taken by night, Gabriel, upon him be blessing and peace, passed by me 

until he came to the Rock. Then he said:‘O Muhammad! From here your 
3°39 

Lord ascended to Heaven. 
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NoPVALT SO wi ALI NnIipuUuiIocs 

Bakr ibn Ziyad relates this. He used to fabricate hadiths against relij 

transmitters. So if it 1s said, Ibn ‘Abbas, may God be pleased with 

that, He turned to Heaven means He ascended, we would say, “His a 

mand ascended, since moving from one place to another and chang 

not possible in His regard. q 

feption. This method is pervasive amongst the ignorant transmitters, 

* they share no portion in the rational sciences by which it is known 

it is possible and impossible when discussing what is permissible to be 

ibuted to God, Exalted be He. Indeed the rational sciences hinder the 

wal meanings of the transmitted reports from the error of likening God 

dis Creation. Since these ignorant transmitters do not know this science, 

nny mad that people have three positions regarding “The Infor 

on Attri oe at | 
eee f the minds of the masses. By that, they sought to inhibit them and to invalidate their 

The first position is to let them pass as they came without expla tic ay. For that reason many of them apologised and said: “If we were similar to the right- 

‘<i oe unless it is necessary as in the case of His saying, E a meworebearers in purity of beliefs and the absence of those who champion falsehood 

e He: And your Lord comes (Qur’an 89:22) which means, “when His co ng their ae we would not have indulged in the interpretation of any of that.” We 

mand comes.” This is th 
‘: sow that Malik and Awzat—while being amongst the most distinguished figures of the 

is is the understanding of the Salaf’ Th d 1a ay 
= 5 

ieepouratiwert ; faces € second mee if—interpreted in a detailed fashion. Sufyin al-Thawri interpreted the ‘establishment on 

gurative interpretation, which is a dangerous position,3! and the thi 

ey Geena ee 5 
b Throne’ as meaning ‘He pursued its affair’ and Then He turned to Heaven (Qur'an 2:29) 

oF peaking about them according to human understanding ; mean ‘He turned His attention to it.” With them is Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq. Furthermore, 

y foup of them and the Khalaf said that, “The one who believes in direction is an unbe- 

wer” as al-‘Iragi unequivocally expressed. He said that it is the view of Abii Hanifa, Malik, 

haf, Ash‘ari, and Baqillani. The other Muslim factions agreed upon interpreting the like 

E And He is with you wherever you are, There is not a secret counsel of three except that He is the 

prt, So wherever you turn there is God’s face, And We are closer to him than his jugular vein 

Qur'an 57:4, 58:7, 2:115, and 50:16), “The heart of the believer is between two of the 

ngers of the All-Merciful One.” and “The black stone is God's right hand in the Earth.” 

hi agreement clarifies to you the correctness of what the master legal critics of scripture 

Those in that the appropriate stop (in reciting and understanding the verse of Ali ‘Imran 

porton-ol dic Salat It i related about Malikand Awza'vchat
 they aida a 3:6) should be made on And those deeply-rooted itt knowledge, (Qur’an 3:6) not on the name 

preted nian Way benuing: them aceordineaethein nonin) y sae they are to be ney of majesty.” | would say that the majority holds the view that the appropriate stop 1s on 

report is to be interpreted with two [different forms of] inter ities, Accordingly, the meept God, and they consider the stop on it to be a compulsory one. It is the apparent 

and the comments of Shaykh al-Rabbani Abii Isha a 28 his comment indication, since the meaning of ta‘wil is ‘its meaning’ that He intended, Exalted be He. In 

Pie cee eee cece Ce cae mam al-Hars a reality, none know it except God, Splendid is His Majesty and there is no God other than 

the Salafand the Khalaf [Those that followe Ah oe seca e igi Rage (that of Him. Everyone who has spoken about it has spoken according to what appear
ed to him, 

the Salaf}) are in agreement about directing these apparent iy ae that canes uit no one was able to say that ‘this [particular] meaning 1s God'
s intent’ decisively. So after 

fore thecpervons tie tock ie Handstin Feethe saeen the Hi ings, ‘ e the coming, Ue close scrutiny it turns out that the difference of opinion is just in the manner of expression. 

she ravone being in Fewer and cue: fans eh ae : ie sae the establishment 1 herefore, many of the latter day examiners chose not to specify a particular interpretation 

impossibilities they necessitate that are clearly invalid, which ne ses ee hee due to the in any specific one of the things that fit the phrase. They entrusted the specific intent to 

one to apostasy by consensus. Thus, the Salaf and “n Khalaf Cessitate that induce His knowledge, Exalted be He. This 1s a medial stance between the two approaches, a 

words from their literal meaning. They merely differed eet oT ae to divert ne 
delight experienced between the two drinking pools, and Ibn Daqiq al-‘Id chose another 

Heese esuiiibaiccae dee eset berien: craks wee it from ts ‘position of moderation. He said, “If the interpretation is an example of the widely-used 

ite yeni resi te oe ia ae c | oo what befits His ‘dear metaphor, then following it is to be done without hesitation. Or if it is an example 

something else]? The latter is the approach of most of . ca oa ae ould we Teo 
of the irregular far-fetched metaphor, then the correct thing to do is to abandon it. If the 

Breeton. Byctise crey-did woe inteiidl ts compose the felts af, is a detailed inter two matters are equal, then the variance about its permissibility and non-admissibility is a 

erat thatibethaushtabour thenilsie sessiiierelahtsut es i a carers. God forbid matter of jurisprudence, subject to ijtihad and the case with respect to it is not one of peril 

shiciti bey ahaa Mecaunevot cheveredtaaiiber OF cheie + ° ae ‘ times that called with respect to either of the two factions. I, however, maintain neutrality in its regard due 

who deny His [true] attributes and other deviant aces aeiee f qualities, those to the lack of preponderance of one of the sides, in addition to the fact that neutrality 1s 

nt sects and their achievement of mastery supported by the view of the Salaf, and amongst them is the Greatest Imam (Abi Hanifa).” 

3! He says in Sharh al-Mishkat,““Nawwawi said in Sharlt Muslim:‘With respect to this had 

(hadith al-nuziil) and the like of it of the hadiths containing the Divine attributes indi 

verses, there are two well-known approaches: The approach of most of the Salaf and » 

ef the speculative theologians is to believe in their true nature according to a a 

Him, Exalted be He, and that their literal meanings that are commonly ie... a 4 

reference to us are not intended. We are to not discuss their meanings but all he B: 

believing in God's being exalted, Glory to Him, from having all of the other aa 4 a 

tics of creation. The second is the approach of most of the speculative theologian 
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rinciples upon the ways that humans understand affairs. What is amazing is 
t he confirms this statement, and then he says, “This is without chang- 

» from one place to another and motion,” thereby demolishing what he 

they come to understand transmitted information in accordance 

human understanding and perception. 

And Qadri [Abi Ya‘la] alluded to this with his saying, “It is permissi® 

to understand and hold that which the One True God—Enxalted be He aide. 

treaded upon in accordance with our principles, and that it is a charact Seeetofithe most astounding things that I have seen from them is what 

istic that pertains to the Divine essence.” But their principles according ley mention about Ibn Abi Shayba, that he said in Kitab al-"Arsh, “Verily 

his claim are based on human understanding. | od, Exalted be He, has informed us that He proceeded from the Earth 
If they had understood that God, Exalted be He, cannot be characterizg >| eaven and from Heaven to the Throne. Then He became established 

by motion, translocation, or change, they would not have built the m the Throne.” 

But we praise God, since He has not denied us our portion of narra- 

and the theoretical sciences. And we distance ourselves from people 

ho have disgraced our madhhab to the point that people scolded us 

Ecause of their comments. 

He also says in Sharh al-Mishkat, “The result is that both the Salaf and the Khalaf@ 

interpreters because of their unanimous agreement on diverting the word from its lite 

meaning. However, the interpretation of the Salaf was non-specific because of their cg 

signment of the meaning to God, Exalted be He. The interpretation of the Khalaf y 

detailed because they were compelled to do it as a result of the numerousness of hereti¢ 

In Isharat al-Nabih fi Kashf Shubah Ahl al-Tashbth, (“Hints for the Intelligent in Exposingt 

Doubts of the Anthropomorphists”) the dictation of Shaykh Najm al-Din Abi Fath NW 

Allah al-‘Izz ibn Sa‘d Allah ibn Najm, the author from Baghdad, writes: “Scholars, phil 

ogists and poets have exercised interpretation anciently and recently. For that reason one 

them said, “I say:‘The cheek has a mole, whenever I remember it—fearing the one watél 

ing, although the cheek really has no mole. I cry [with my face] to the East whenever the 

The Thirty-Second Hadith 

bi Umama related that the Prophet & said, “The servants do not draw 

far to God, Exalted in Highness, with anything like what has come out 

f Him.’3? And what has come out is the Qur’an. In the hadith of ‘Affan, 

homes face the West, out of fear of gossip.” Whoever says, “I neither accept the permit 4 narrated that the Prophet & said, “The virtue of the Qur'an over 

bility of interpretatioin nor do I liken God with His Creation,” has actually employed ta’ Pother speech is like the superiority of God, Exalted be He, over His 
because if he deviates from the meaning of ‘the descent’ in his view and the meaning) reation. Verily the Qur'an came from Him and to Him it will return.” 

‘the right hand’ [as] in the hadith, “The Black Stone is God’s right hand in the Earth,” The meaning is that it (the Qur’an) reached us from Him and to Him 

[mean] other than that, he has indeed employed interpretation (ta ‘wil). So there is no esc will return, and be raised up. 

for you from [employing] ta ‘wil by any means.” 1 

The most erudite AliisT says in his exegesis during the discussion of the ‘face, “And t 

interpretation that is easily understood by the mind is the like of which is widely accepts 

in the speech of the Arabs which have no objection from me, even though some oft 

verses are of what the Salaf and the Khalaf have reached a consensus concerning [the ob 

gation of] interpreting while God, Exalted in Highness, knows best His intent.” He al 

said, “And I incline towards figurative interpretation (ta ‘wil) and not to cling to the lite 

meanings while negating what is necessitated regarding some of what is ascribed to G 

like [in] His saying, Wé shall devote Our attention to you, O men and Jinn! (Qur’an §§:31) a 

his saying, may God bless and grant him peace, “The Black Stone is God’s right hand 

the Earth, so whoever kisses it or touches it, it is as if he has shaken hands with God # 

kissed His right hand.” I would make the discussion of it outside of the sphere of like 

God to His Creation because of the existence of the justification for interpretation. | dor 

say: “The Black Stone is one of His attributes” similarly as the Salaf said about the righ 

hand.” [bn al-Mu‘lim designated:a chapter in his book, Najm al-Muhtadi wa Rajm al- Mu "tas 

(“Rise of the Guided and Expulsion of the Transgressor”) where he enumerated the majé 

ity of those who chose to interpret the sense of the statement in what is apparent in 

amongst the sahaba, the tabitn, and others. 

The Thirty- Third Hadith 

tbi Hurayra related that the Messenger of God & said, “Verily, God, 

calted be He, recited “TaHa’ and “YaSin’ before creating Adam by one- 

housand years. So when the angels heard this, they said, “Blessings for a 

. ation upon whom revelation is sent down! Blessings for hearts that bear 

us! And blessings for tongues that speak of it!” 

This is a fabricated and spurious hadith. Ibrahim ibn al-Muhijir relates 
ffrom ‘Umar ibn Hafs. As for ‘Umar ibn Hafs, Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal 

d, “His hadiths were burned.” Yahya ibn Ma‘tn said, “He is insignifi- 

ant, while Abu Hatim ibn Hibban al-Hafiz said, “This is a spurious text.” 

3° Suyiiti writes in his al-Jami‘ al-Kabir, “The servants do not draw near to God with 

thing more beloved to Him than from what has come out of Him.’ It is reported by 

ba Sunni on the authority of Zayd ibn Arta from Abi: Umama. 
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KEBEPURKILS UF ALLNHIDUYILECDS REPORTS OF ATTRIBUTES 

ys, (© God! Keep ties with whoever keeps ties with me, and sever ties 

h whoever severs ties with me!’” In another narration it says, “The 

mb is a branch taking hold of the lower garment of the All-Merciful 

e. And yet in another narration it says, “When God, Exalted in 

shness, created the creation the womb stood up. Then it took hold of 

¢ lower garment of the All-Merciful One, and then it said, “This is the 

ion of the one who takes refuge with You from the severance of ties.’” 

All of these are examples that refer back to what we have explained. 

fe meaning of it clinging to the lower garment of the All-Merciful One 

seeking shelter” and “protection.”34 Abi Bakr al-Bayhaq? said, “Al- 

gw is the lower garment (izdr), and the meaning 1s that it develops an 

achment to His might.” But, Ibn Hamid said, “It 1s compulsory to 

ve that God has a lower garment, and that the womb takes hold of 

& lower garment.” He said, “Likewise we believe that God, Exalted be 

s has a ‘side’ as a result of His saying, Exalted be He: over what I have 

lected in God’s side” (Qur'an 39: 56). 

“This man has absolutely no understanding. How can negligence happen 

‘the side of the Divine essence? We take refuge with God from having 

appropriate beliefs [about Him]! 

The Thirty-Fourth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Aba Hurayra narr 
that the Prophet && said, “Verily God created the creation and once Hey 
finished with them the womb stood up, and then said, ‘Is this the stam 
of the one who takes refuge with You from the severance of the ties off 
ship?’ He replied, “Yes. Are you not satisfied that I keep ties with he wi 
keeps ties with you and I sever ties with he who severs ties with you?” 
In one wording that Bukhari reports, the Prophet & said, “Verily ¢ 
womb 1s a branch from the All-Merciful One.” 

Abi ‘Ubayd said, “‘al-Shajna is like the branch of the tree?’ What 
meant by branch (shajna) is “kinship intertwined like the intertwining 
roots.” It is [also] said that trees are tushjanu when they become entan K} 
into one another. 4 

I would say that this hadith is subject to either one of two interpret 
tions. It either means that God, Exalted be He, maintains the womb to ch 
point that He keeps ties with him who keeps ties with it. He then cong 
the one who severs ties with it and takes its right for it just as the relat 
maintains his kinship. So it is as if someone gives more consideration ton 

atives than he would to non-relatives. It could also mean that the [wor 
raliim is [derived from] the [same] letters of [the name] “Al-Rahman” h 
All-Merciful). So it is as if He has magnified its value by giving it this na a 

The hadith of ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn ‘Awf confirms this where he relate 
that the Prophet & said that, “God, Exalted be He, said, I am al-Rahman, 
created the womb (rahim), and I have derived its name from My Name 
whoever keeps ties to it, I will keep ties with him. And whoever severs a 
to it, I will sever ties with him.’ 

This hadith has been mentioned with a wording that has not bees 
reported in the sound hadith collections. It says, “The womb is a bran + 
from the All-Merciful. It clings to the lower garment of the All-Merci i 

¥ 
i 

4 

The Thirty-Fifth Hadith 

ukhari related in his Sahth35 that the Prophet & said, “God, Mighty and 

Majestic, says, ‘Pride is my cloak, and Greatness is my lower garment. So 

yhoever contests with me in them I will punish him.” 

“Aba Sulayman Khattabi said, “And in the statement, verily pride and 

featness are two attributes of God, Exalted be He, of which He has 

xclusive possession. No one shares with Him in them, and it is not proper 

bra created being to assume them, because the attributes of the creation 

| 44 He said in al-Nihdya,“And there is a metaphor and depiction expressed through the use 

f the word ‘lower garment. An example of it is:‘I take refuge with fuldn’s lower garment’ 

shen you seek refuge with him and take protection.” It is mentioned in Asas al-Balagha: “He 

pok shelter with his loins” when he fled to him.” 

‘43S‘Ajliini says in Kashf al-Khafa wa Muzil al-Ibds ‘amma ishtahara min al-Ahadith ‘ala Alsinat 

#Nas, (“Removing Obscurity and Confusion from the Hadiths that have Become 

Commonplace to Hear from the Tongues of People”) Muslim, Ibn Hibban, Aba Dawid, and 

Ibn Maja related it from Abt Hurayra as well as Hakim [with similar wording]. One of those 

who reported it with the wording of the chapter title is QudaT from Aba Hurayra as well as 

si Hakim al-Tirmidht from Anas.” And he did not mention Bukhari. So let it be noted. 

33 In Imam Nawwawi's commentary on Salih Muslim, he says, “Qadi ‘lyad said: ‘The 
womb (raltint) that is connected to, severed from, and shown kindness is a particular c e 

acteristic. It is not a body, rather, it is kinship and lineage that a single womb unites to 
part of it is connected to others. This connection was called “a womb.” As for the [wor i 
that is] a particular characteristic, it does not possess the capacity to stand and speak. 50 
mentioning its standing up here and attaching is the coining of a similitude and a ea _ 
metaphor as was the custom of the Arabs in utilizing that. The intent is to magnify its ta 
and the virtues of those who keep ties to it and the gravity of thé sin of those who sever 
ties with it through their disrepect.” | 
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Wile scholars have said, “It means rac js uw wee ; 

mving beauty, morals and good treatment to forms.” In my view, ~The 

, utiful One” is the one whose characteristics are perfect and deemed 

seautiful. But, Qadi [Aba Ya‘la] gave an explanation that is not befitting 

he One Irue God, Glorified and Exalted be He. He said, “It is not for- 

hidden to describe Him with possessing beauty. For verily, that is a refer- 

snce to the Divine essence, since ‘amal takes on the meaning of ‘beauty. ” 

And the Prophet's statement & “I saw my Lord in the most beautiful 

form.” has already been discussed. 

are humility an “7: 
eee ty and tractability. So He coined the the statement about # 

garment and cloak as a form of similitude.” about th 

t is as if . : 
: 

} 

et es a is saying—and He, Exalted be He—knows best, just 

snare a man’s cloak and lower garment with him rwhile he! e et 

wearing it], likewise ; no created thin fo = 
Greatness. 

g can share with Him in Pride am 

The Thirty-Sixth Hadith 

Bukhari 
ae ne aria Hey in the two Sahths that Abi Hurayra reporteg 

: : & said, “I am as my M ; G 

Meh | y My servant thinks of M q 

ee ae wen ee Me. So if He mentions Me to hie a 

seif, and if he mentions Me i — 

in 
n an assembly, I 4 

fs eee better than it. And if he draws near to as hee ’ 
n 

, | 

Saas ear to him an arm’s span. And if he comes to me ae — 

6 a I come to him walking [quickly].” walking [at a 

a cae 6l— 
. 

* 

ae phe eee held the view that God, Exalted be He, has a self 
ee ae) - added to the Divine essence. This is the scent a 
cei © Aas numerous instances where he likens God to Hi a of | 

crea is made between the essence and the Self. ee ae 

t 1 
; 

uaa oe s that prevents the meaning from being, “I—M self | 

eens cpt him? This was presented during the discus i the 
verses mention of approximation and walking f. 7 

ing in speech3° (a metaphor) like His saying, E ie oo aying, Exalted in Highness: A : And 
those who moved qui 1 quickly in Our si Fr 
mileae aareaded: ur signs (Qur’an 22:51) while walking is not 

The Thirty-Eighth Hadith 

Qadi [Abi Ya‘la] related that ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-'Aziz said, “When God, 

h the People of Paradise and the People of 

Exalted be He, has finished
 wit 

the Fire, He will proceed to walk in canopies of clouds and angels. Then 

He will stop on the first level and greet them [with peace], and they will 

return the greeting to Him.Then He will say, ‘Ask Me, and they will say, 

‘What should we ask? By Your Might, Majesty, and Elevation in the 

Highness of Your place, if you had dispensed among us the sustenance all 

of humans and Jinn, we would have fed them and given them drink, and 

*: would not diminish what we have’ Then He will say, Exalted be He, 

‘Surely ask Me!’ They will say, ‘We ask You for your satisfaction” He will 

say, Exalted be He, ‘My satisfaction has given you residence in the abode 

of My Nobility’ Then He will do this with the inhabitants of every level 

until He reaches His sitting place.” 

This is a hadith concocted against ‘Umar, and furthermore
, how can he 

affirm an attribute for God, Exalted be He, by the statement of ‘Umar? 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said, “His say
ing, Exalted be He: God comes to them in the 

canopies of the clouds (Qur'an 2:210) testifies for the hadith of ‘Umar.” But 

he did not realize that the meaning is “God will come to them with the 

canopies of clouds.” 

The Thirty-Seventh Hadith 

Abii Sa‘td related that th : e Prophet & said. “Veri 

beautiful and He loves beauty"3? &@ said, “Verily God, Exalted be He, is 

The Thirty-Ninth Hadith 36 Tt is mentio ned in Ibn Qutayba’s Ta ‘wi 

the ‘drawin , ‘ Y : a‘wil Mukhtalaf al-Hadith duri : 

metaphor Hi ai and the ‘fast walking,’ that: “We say, ‘Veril ae pe et of 

h See y meant whoever comes to Me quick] Aer depiction and a 

than he came. q y, I will bring him the reward faster 

37 ‘Ajliint :; 
aie : Hi ina hadith in Kashf al-Khafa wa Muzil al-Ilbas. He said. “ 

Ville aad Rasiserea aybana, and Muslim and Tirmidhi related it ae Ib ee Ae 

oo a related it from Abii Sa‘td, and Tabarani related it ff M Mas‘iid. Abii 

: Jabir, and [bn ‘Adr related it from Ibn ‘Umar” om Abii Umima, Ibn 

God be pleased with her, said, “The 

out the praiseworthy station. He said, My 

to sit me on the Throne. 

he authority of the Messenger 

lsory to believe in the 

it was related that ‘A’isha, may 

Messenger of God &% was asked ab 

Lord, Mighty and Majestic, has promised me
 

This hadith is not soundly established on t 

of God #. Despite this, Ibn Hamid said, “It is co
mpu 

TOO 
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physical contact that has been mentioned about it and the close proximi 

from the One True God—Exalted be He—of His Prophet & when } 

seats him on the Throne.” He [also] said, “And Ibn ‘Umar recited: Verily: 

will have with Us closeness’ (Qur'an 38:25). Ibn Hamid then said, “God mej 

tioned that he will be so close to Him that he will touch part of Him.”B 

this is a lie against Ibn ‘Umar, and whoever believes in the division of 

Divine essence has become an unbeliever according to the consensus. 

The Fortieth Hadith 

Daraqutni related from the hadith of Abii Ishaq from ‘Abd Allah it 

Khaltfa from ‘Umar, may God be pleased with him, that a woman came 

the Messenger of God & and said, “Call on God, Exalted be He, that H 
will admit me into Paradise.” So he extolled the greatness of God, Might 

and Majestic, and then said, “Verily His seat encompasses the Heavens ant 
Earth, and verily, it has a creaking similar to that of the new saddle whe 
He mounts because of His weightiness.” 

This hadith varies a great deal in other narrations. Abii Ishaq related 

from Ibn Khalifa from Ibn ‘Umar. He (Ibn ‘Umar) said, “When He sits a 

the chair (kursi), Blessed and Exalted be He, a creaking is heard from it like 

that of the saddle.” Ibn Jarir related that ‘Abd Allah ibn Khalifa said, “Thi 

Messenger of God &§ said, “Verily His chair encompasses the Heavens and 

Earth, and verily, He sits on it. So what additional space is left of it is the 
measure of four fingers.” Then he [the Prophet] said, “[...] according to the 

measurement of His finger.” And, it appeared that he put together his finge 

[to illustrate that measurement]. He then said “Verily the chair has a crack- 

This last version is contrary to the first version,3® and this is because of 

the transmitter’s own confusion and bad memory. The more fitting inter- 

pretation is, “So not even the measure of four fingers of additional spac 
remains. The meaning is that He has filled it with His Awesomeness 2 
Greatness. 

38 Translator: What the author means here by the last version being contrary to the 

Prophet & whereas the last version is related from ‘Abd Allah ibn Khalifa directly fron 

the Prophet #&. “Abd Allah ibn Khalifa was a successor who never met the Prophet & / 

for the other version of the hadith, Ibn Khalifa relates it from Ibn ‘Umar, instead of ‘Umar, 

may God be pleased with both of them. 
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This happens to be the coining of a similitude about the scope of the 

Steator’s greatness, Splendid is His Majesty. The saying of the transmitters, 

When He sits down” and “When He sits up” is the result of their own 

ampering {with the words of the reports] and from expressing what they 

Melieve to be the case, just as those who said about (God’s saying]: Then He 

wame established on the Throne (Qur’an 7:54) [to be] “He sat” [on the 

Throne]. We objected to this, because it is not permissible with respect 

5 the Creator, Exalted be He, that God be characterized as sitting to 

he point that that particular object is in excess, since that is one of the 

jualities of composite bodies. 
t 

The Forty-First Hadith 

Sukhani and Muslim related in the two Saliths that Abu Sa‘td narrated that 

he Prophet #& said, “God, Mighty and Majestic, will say on the Day of 

¥ esurrection,‘O Adam!’ He will say, ‘At your service and disposal! Then 

s voice will call out, ‘Verily God, Exalted be He, orders you to bring 

forward from your progeny a deployment to the Fire.” oo . 

| Hafs ibn Ghayyath was the only narrator to mention the word vole’, 

and Waki‘, Jarir, and others contradicted him. They did not mention “the 

Woice” And Imam Ahmad was asked about Hafs and he said, “He used to 

Bix up his hadiths.” In a sound hadith it states, “Whenever God speaks of 

revelation, the inhabitants of Heaven hear something like the dragging of 

a chain on Safa” And in the hadith of Ibn Mas ‘iid it states, “Whenever 

God speaks of revelation, the inhabitants of Heaven hear a clattering like 

the dragging of a chain on Safa.” There does not exist in the sound 

narrations, “The inhabitants of Heaven hear a voice.” 

mT 

I 

he 

ling like that of the saddle, when God mounts it because of His weightiness 

The Forty-Second Hadith es 

Jabir related about the Prophet # that when God spoke to Moses the day 

on the mount, He addressed him with a different type of speech by which 

Ist He spoke to him on the day that He summoned him. Then He said to 

version is a reference to the isndd (chain of transmission), not the text of the hadi 1. 

The first hadith is related by Abii Ishiag from ‘Abd Allah ibn Khalifa from ‘Umar from 
him, “O Moses! Verily I spoke to you with the strength of ten thousand 

tongues. And I possess the strength of all tongues. And I am even stronger 

than that? So when he returned to the Children of Israel they said, 

“Describe to us the speech of the All-Merciful One.’ He said, a cannot. 

They said, “Then make an approximation for us.” Moses said, “Have you 

: 

& 

_ 
a 
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Verily My Mercy has conquered My Wrath.” And in one version it states, 

My Mercy has surpassed My Wrath.” 
Qadi [Aba Ya‘la] said, “The outward meaning of his saying, ‘with Him, 

indicative of ‘closeness to the Divine essence.” But know that closeness 

ithe One True God, Exalted be He, is not determined by distance. That 

fone of the special qualities of composite bodies. And He, Exalted be He, 

Bs said about the punishment sent to Lot’s people that it is: [...] marked 

i your Lord [...] (Qur’an 51:34). 

not witnessed the sound of thunderbolts that draw near with the sweet 

speech that you have ever heard?” 

This hadith is not soundly established. ‘Alt ibn ‘Asim relates it fro 

al-Fadl ibn ‘Isa. Nasa‘T said, “’Alt ibn ‘Asim is relinquished in hadith,” an 

Yazid ibn Hariin said, “We know him to be a liar.’ 

The Forty-Third Hadith 

Qadi [Abi Ya‘la] related from Hasan ibn “Atiyya that he said, “The pre 

trating person prostrates on the foot of the All-Merciful One.’ 

This is the statement of a disciple of one of the Prophet’s companio 

and it is a similitude indicative of “The closeness the one has to God’ grat 

Exalted be He.” But Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] affirmed the attribute of “‘a foot” 

this, and that he literally prostrates on His foot, but without making conta 

The Forty-Sixth Hadith 

related that one of the disciples of the Prophet’s companions said, 

god created Adam with His hand. He wrote the Torah with His hand. 

d He planted [the seeds of the garden of] Firdaws with His hand.” 

This [hadith] has not been confirmed on the authority of the one who 

dit, and we have already discussed His saying, Exalted in Highness: [...] 

that I created with My hands (Qur’an 38:75). 

The Forty-Fourth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Abi Misa narrated t 

the Prophet & said, “There are two gardens. Its containers and all ther 
are made of silver. And there is nothing between the people and seeing tf 

Lord except the cloak of pride on His face in the Garden of Eden!’ ~ 

The onlooker is in a Garden of Eden, not the one seen, because ola 

do not encompass Him. But Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] said, “The apparent me 

ing of the hadith is that the one seen is in a garden of eternal abode” 
is clear anthropomorphism! | 

The cloak of pride is what God possesses of Pride and Greatness. 
as if God denied those in the Garden [from seeing Him] due to His ge 

ness, but, if He wanted, He would unveil Himself for them. We | 

already discussed the “face” in the verses. There, we mentioned 

intent 1s “Him” (the face means “Him”’). 

The Forty-Seventh Hadith 

“Abbas related that the Prophet # said regarding His saying, Exalted in 
hness: His chair (Kurst) encompasses the Heavens and Earth (Qur’an 2:255) 

, His Kurs? is the place of His feet. As for the ‘Arsh, its scope cannot 

stimated.” 

A group of reliable transmitters related it, and designated it to Ibn 
bas. One of the transmitters, Shuja’ ibn Makhlad,4° elevated it [to the 

phet]. Because of his opposition to the distinguished masters [in this 

ter] he is known to be mistaken. 

The meaning of the hadith is that the Kurs? is small with respect to the 
h like the measure of a footrest, which has been placed for the feet of 

ine sitting on the throne with respect to a throne. Dahhak said, “The 
fis that which kings place their feet upon.” But, Qadi [Aba Ya‘la] said, 
@ foot is the foot of the Divine essence. And it is that which He will 

= in the Fire.’ 

The Forty-Fifth Hadith 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Abi Hurayra nam 

that the Messenger of God & said, “When God, Exalted be He, comp 

the creation He wrote in His book that is with Him39 above the T ‘h 
| ibn Hajar says in Tagrib al-Tahdhib,“Shuja’ ibn Makhlad al-Fallas Abii al-Fad] al- 

wi the guest of Baghdad is veracious. He made a miscalculation in one hadith. He 

ited it to the Messenger while it was designated to a particular companion. So ‘Aqili 

joned him in al-Du ‘afa for that.” 

39 The most erudite ‘Aynt said in Sharh Sahth al-Bukhdri,““The with-ness does not) 

place, rather, it is an allusion to His perfect state in that He is concealed from the @ 

elevated beyond the sphere of their comprehension.” 
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The scholars have said, “He merely meant to mamifest tne tutin avo 

is description in that imperfection is not possible in His regard. He did 

jot intend to affirm a limb, because there is no point of praise in affirm- 

ing a limb. Rather it is as if he said, ‘Verily your Lord is not a possessor of 

imbs of which imperfections befall.” 

This is also a similitude for the purpose of negating a child from Him, 

ince division is impossible with respect to Him. And if the statement were 

eferring to “a perfect form,” there would be no proof of divinity in either 

hat, or in the foot, since the “perfect in form” are many. Thus if someone 

were to hold this position on God possessing a form, He would have an equal. 

The Forty-Eighth Hadith 

‘Abbas narrated that the Prophet & said, “Above the seventh Heaven ig 

a sea. What is between its top and its bottom is the like of what is betwe | 

Heaven and Earth, and God, Exalted be He, is above that.” i 

This hadith is not soundly established. Yahya ibn al-‘Ald was the an . 

one to report it. Imam Ahmad said, “He is a liar. He fabricates hadiths 

And we have already spoken about “the overness” in His Words Exalt d 

be He: And He is the Irresistible One, over His servants (Qur’an 6:18) But 

Qadi [Abi Ya‘la] said, “The meaning intended by being ‘over’ that the 

Divine essence (of God) is mounted on the Throne.’ As for this comm 

its foundation is the belief that God is corporeal! “ The Fifty-First Hadith 
j 

The Forty-Ninth Hadith 
Bukhari related in his Afrad that Abt Hurayra narrated that the Prophet & 

id, “Verily God, Exalted in Highness, said: ‘My servant continues to draw 

near to Me with voluntary acts until I love him. Then when I love him, I 

his hearing by which he hears, his sight by which he sees, his hand by 

which he strikes, and his foot by which he walks. And I am not reluctant 

about anything that I do as much as I am about [taking] the soul of the 

believer. He hates death. And I hate to disappoint him.” 

As for His saying, “I am his hearing and his seeing,” it is a metaphor. It 

has four different renderings, the first of them being, “I am like his hearing 

‘and seeing. So he loves obeying me just as much as he loves these senses.” 

Bukhari and Muslim related in the two Sahihs that Abi Hurayra narrated 

that the Prophet & said, “Whoever gives charity the equivalent of a dat | 

from a wholesome earning—and God only accepts the wholeorall 

God will accept it with His right hand. Then He will make it grow for 

its proprietor just as one of you makes his colt grow, until it becomes like 

ane mountain.” And in a wording reported by Muslim [it says], “Then it 

pel cane the palm of the All-Merciful One until it is larger than the 

The scholars have said, “This is an address to people according to what 

they Perognize and understand from the words ‘acceptance, breeding, and 
growth. And since ‘taking’ happens through the hand and ‘oo in hy | 

pens with the palm, he addressed them with what they would a 7 

hend. So mention of the right hand occurred merely because it has koa 
designated to perfo rm monumental tasks. And the meani ing’ 
* 4 . . * me | 

is ‘multiplication.’ ” — 

peace, is merely a reference to the eye of the Dajjal. ‘For verily it used to be healthy like 

this one, then blindness befell it due to his excessive lying about the claim of divinity. So 

he used to have a healthy eye like this one. Then imperfection befell it, and he was not able 

to repel that from himself.” Fakhr al-Razi said in Asds al-Taqdis, in relation to this hadith: 

“and as for this report, it is problematic, because its apparent meaning necessitates that the 

Prophet & manifested the difference between God, Exalted in Highness, and the Dajjal by 

way of the Dajjal being one-eyed and God not being one-eyed. But that is far-fetched, and 

whenever the non-concurrent report reaches this level of weakness in meaning, it is oblig- 

atory to believe that the statement was preceded by an introduction that if it were men- 

tioned, the confusion would disappear. Isn’t the narrator of this hadith Ibn ‘Umar? And, 

what is well known is that when Ibn “Umar mentioned the hadith, ‘Verily the deceased is 

punished by the crying of his family’ ‘A’isha
, may God be pleased with her, scolded him, 

and mentioned that this statement from the Messenger was preceded by another statement. 

She used as an argument for that His saying, Exalted in Highness: And the bearer of a burden 

will not bear the burden of another (Qur'an $3:38). If this had been related, the problem 

would have disappeared. So likewise, here, it is of a remote likelihood that the like of this 

The Fiftieth Hadith 

neg and Muslim related in the two Sahihs from the hadith of Anas ibn 

re about the Prophet & that the Anti-Christ was mentioned. So he 

said: “Verily he is one-eyed. And verily your Lord is not one-eyed.’4! 

41 a * 

: The wording of the hadith in Salith al-Bukhari is, “Verily God is not one-eyed,” and 

a eats eee 7 es to his eye, saying: “And verily the Dajjal (Anti-Christ) is blind in 
eek eee as 

ght eye.” Hafiz ibn Hajar said, “Verily pointing to his eye, God bless and grant him statement would issue from the Messenger.” 
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“He meant by this gesture to indicate the 

mal existence of the hearing and sight that belong to God. So he 

nted to the two parts of the body that are the faculties of hearing and 

on, not to [mean] that God, Glorified and Exalted is He, has a limb.” 

— a aie hen entire being is preoccupied with Me,§ fhe scholars have said, 

, oO what displeases Me, and he only looks at % 
I command him to.” a 

The third is that, “I obtain for him his objectives just as he obtains t 

by his hearing, vision, and hand which aid him”’ As for the “lack 

resolve,” it is an address made to us according to what we comma The Fifty-Fourth Hadith 

Gi al-Darda related that the Prophet && said, “Verily God, Mighty and 

Rjestic, descends during the last three hours that remain of the night. So 

sopens the Dhikr (another name for the Preserved Tablet [al-Lawh al- 

#fiz|) in the first hour, and erases what He pleases and establishes [what 

pleases]. Then He descends in the second hour to the Garden of Eden. 

itis His abode in which none but He resides, and it is His habitat. Then 

s says, ‘Blessings for he who enters it? Then He descends in the third 

ur to the sky of the ephemeral world along with His spirit and His 

gels. Then He says, By my might!’” 

‘Tiyada ibn Muhammad al-Ansari relates this hadith. Bukhari said, “He 

fejected in hadith?’ Abi Hatim ibn Hibban said, “He reports objection- 

Je narrations from notable transmitters, so he deserves to be left alone.” 

ie say, while presuming the soundness [of the hadith], it is used in the 

mssessive form to indicate His ownership of it (the habitat) in the same 

ay that the word house in the “House of God” was used to indicate His 

mmership of it. So this is His house and that is His habitat. We only said 

his because “the habitat” is impossible with respect to Him, Glorified and 

xalted be He. 

The Fifty-Second Hadith 

Jubayr ibn Mut‘im related that, “A Bedouin came to the Messenge: 

God & and said, “O Messenger of God! The people are exhaust 

dependants are hungry, the wealth has been ravished, and the cattl ha 
died. So request rain from God for us. Then | sell seek inte a 
through God to you.” So the Messenger of God #§ said, ‘Woe to a 

you know what you are saying?’ So the Messenger of God slontel Ga 

and he did not stop glorifying Him until his companions reco ised i 

[discontent] in his face. God’s prestige is greater than that. Woe a ou! D 

you know what God is? Verily His Throne is over His Heavens ik hi 

= = rae his fingers into the shape of a dome. [He contin 2 
sal erily it creaks I eae : F because of Him as the saddle does from the on 

And the meaning of his saying, “Do you know what God is?” is, “De 

you know what God’s Greatness and Majesty are?” And the nea | f, “4 

creaks BErause of Him” is that “it is incapacitated by His Gre 5 / 
Majesty,” since it is known that the saddle creaks from the one who mo a 
merely because of the strength of what is over it and its inability to b a 

| So he brought the understanding closer to the comprehen : 

himself with this type of similitude with what means “God’s Gre nel 
and “is Majesty” so that it would be known that the one chan : 
by Highness in stature cannot be made an intercessor to he who is belon 
him in rank. And we have already mentioned in what has | assed . 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] when he stated, “It creaks because of the te hti | 4 

the Divine essence”—and this is clear anthropomorphism! —_— 

The Fifty-Fifth Hadith 

Aba Umiama related that the Prophet & said, “My Lord has promised 

that seventy-thousand and three handfuls of my nation will enter 

, adise.”’ 

The handful (Hathya) is the measure of a full hand, and the intent from 

mentioning it is to bring the meaning close to our minds through what 

| 
we comprehend, not the literal meaning of Hathya. 

The Fifty- Third Hadith | 

oN a related that, “The Prophet & once recited: Verily God és ee aa none 

always All-Hearing, All-Seeing (Qur’an 4:58) and then h , 1 

and thumb over his eyes and ears.” : ene Placed a 

“Verily God will 
Aba Umama related that the Messenger of God & said, 

le’ 

sit on the Day of Resurrection on the bridge between Heaven and He 
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This is a spurious hadith. Muhammad ibn ‘Uthman relates it, and he 1s 
‘Uthman ibn ‘Atika relates it. It has been reported on the authori 

0 ynced in hadith. Yahya [that he said], “He (‘Uthman) is insignifant.” 

The Fifty-Seventh Hadith The Sixtieth Hadith 

wir related that the Prophet & said, “When you see the wind do not 

ale it, for verily it is from the breath of the All-Merciful One. It brings 

ncy and it brings punishment. So ask God for the good of it, and seek 

fige with God from its evil.” 

The “breath” (nafas) means, “Removing worry from the distressed.”43 

ind like it is what Abu Hurayra related about the Messenger of God & 

tho said, “Verily I feel the breath of your Lord from the direction of 

Yemen.” He means, “His relief from distress through the People of 

Jedina’s support of me”’ And Medina is from the direction of Yemen, and 

his is something that the Muslims do not differ about. 

But, Ibn Hamid said, “I found some of our comrades affirming a char- 

teristic for God in His essence that He breathes.” He said, “And they 

sid, ‘The winds that blow like the gale, the barren wind, the south wind, 

he north wind, the east wind, and the west wind are all created except for 

‘wind that is amongst His attributes. It possesses an imaginary breeze, and 

itis from the breath of the All-Merciful One.” 

May God damn the one who believes this, because he affirms a created 

body for the Lord! Those who believe this are not Muslims! 

Qadi [Abii Ya‘la] related about Muhammad ibn Ka‘b, that he said, “Wh 

the people used to hear the Qur’an from the aouth of the All-Merel 
One they had never heard it before then.” - 

| Qadri [Abt Ya‘la] said, “It is permissible for the ‘mouth’ to be applied 

Him.’ This is absolutely unbelievable! “Fi al-Rahmian” literally me “4 

mouth!” so he affirms an attribute for God, Exalted be He with the : 
ment of a disciple of one of the Prophet’s companions, ai hone 

aerchaaiu — confirmed on his authority! This is one of the me 

As for the hadith that has passed on the authority of Abi Umama abo; 

the Messenger of God £ who said, “The servants do not draw near oi 

with anything like what has come out of Me,’ it means, “What a a 

from Him.” It is not permissible to believe that it is like rite exitin a a 
physical object from another object. —_ 

The Fifty-Eighth Hadith 

It has been related to us on the authority of Sahl ibn Sa‘d that th 

Messenger of God & said, “Below God, Exalted be He, are seven : 

thousand veils of light and darkness. And no soul hears angiin ab 7 

beauty of those veils except that it will die.” — 

This hadith has no source.4 

% 

would also like to make mention that when a group of the fools gained 

knowledge of this book of mine it did not please them, since they were 

Smiliar with the words of their leaders who compare God with His 

Creation. They attempted to defend themselves by saying, “This [does not 

represent] the madhhab [of Ahmad ibn al-Hanbal| aa 

Indeed, it is not your madhhab, nor the madhhab of your shaykhs you 

have emulated. I have cleared any charges against the madhhab of Imam 

Ahmad and from him the false narrations and the raving statements while 

The Fifty-Ninth Hadith 

Anas related that the Prophet & said, “Verily God, Exalted be He, has a 

Tablet. On one side is a pearl and the other side is a sapphire. Its ror 

pen is light. In it [is written] ‘He creates [such and such], and wi it [it is 

written] ‘He provides’ [such and such], and with it [it is writen He giv J 

life [to so and so] and with it [it is written] ‘He brings death, and He a . 

might [to so and so] and ‘He debases’ [so and so], and ‘He dam aie 

pleases’ [to such and such and so and so] on a [particular] day and night " 

43 Zamakhshari says in Asds al-Balagha, “And [when it is said] ‘I don’t have a breath’ it 

means ‘a relief’ ” Ibn Qutayba said:“And God relieved His Prophet & from distress through 

the wind on the Day of the Confederates. He says, Exalted in Highness: So We sent against 

them a wind and forces they didn’t see (Qur'an 3 3:9).” 

42 Teavdlstor la Other wordeshiene 
44 Translator: This would indicate that this version is a shorter version written by Ibn 

: t found zi , 
in any of the well-known hadith collections. al-Jawzi after Kitab Akhbar al-Sifat which is the version translated by Swartz. 
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REPORTS OF ALTERIBUTES 

not opting ftaglid (the following of qualified scholarship without knowin 

the evidences) in what I believe. How could I not discard counterfeit mone 

while I am paying [real] cash?4> 
I would like to leave you with the following poem: “I have surpassed rae 

while praising God, those who were before me/So say to he who hope 
a | 

to catch me, Take your time!/If you had lessened your criticism/It woul 

be hard after searching to find one quite like me. 

I then say to you an elongated Qasida (tripartite poem). It states th 

following: 

I have praised my God. And how not when He has the grace? 

For He has befriended me and the paths have become tractable for me. 

He brought me forth from my family while endowed with understanding 

And taught me knowledge by which my value is made priceless. 

He motivated me towards the noble traits that I possess 

So my soul’s fervor forever and ever increases. 

He inspired me to acquire knowledge until I possessed it 

Then the bitterness of perseverance became sweet in my mouth. 

And He increased my passion for the sciences, and then they became 

Like the statue of Layla with respect to Qays so that he wouldn’t forget. 

And of all the disciplines that God has scattered about amongst mortals 

To His creatures there is not one except that I have with them some sort of connection. 

I have written what other people have written the like of 

So, O seekers of justice, to me 

Give distinction and test me! 

And of intuitive statements I have marvels 

That jump back at them, and the longer they are the sweeter. 

My knowledge steered me to abstinence regarding the lowlier things 

And these tivo characteristics are only combined in a servant who possesses virtue. 

Yes! And the fear of God is the most honorable friendship 

And there is no good in a statement when action is wasted. 

My satisfaction with what suffices me is ny certainty 

45 Translator: In other words, he is saying: Taqlid in matters of creed is counterfeit money, 

and evidence is the real cash. In the publication in my possession, what I have translated 
“And how could I not discard counterfeit money while I’m paying [real] cash?” to read 

“and how could I discard counterfeit money while I’m paying in [real] cash?’ I believe hat 

it is a mistake on part of the publisher whereas it appears that he has omitted the word 

‘Y’ indicative of the negative. 

Ti2 

KEPURIS UF ALLRIBULEDS 

From being afflicted with injury 

And after me having certainty about the things that have been measured out, 

There is no humiliation. 

So be good to a knowledge that has flung its proprietor 

Into the falsehood of a creature with whom ignorance is equated. 

And He made my heart a place for the love of every champion of truth 

I loved passionately just as eyes can passionately love offspring. 

Baghdad is an abode in which its people are not duped 

And their love is only for he who has prestige. 

And in all of the lands, my virtues have freighted them 

The devout, the rugged, [and] the soft have all acknowledged my excellence. 

My mention with virtue beyond the River is abundant 

And in the far West and wherever camels have reached. 

And when I looked at all of the madhhabs 

Pursued the straightest in correctness and what they lauded. 

So I found, after probing, that the view of Ibn Hanbal 

Surpasses all of the madhhabs. Rather it towers over them. 

Everything that he said is supported 

By a sound tradition. And hadith is the foundation. 

He was, regarding the transmission of knowledge, the most knowledgeable of those 

who transmitted 

He delivers the news even if an obscurity ynars it. 

And his madhhab is not to equate anything with his Lord 

And he follows in submission those who passed before. 

So the envious one from every part stood up against him 

Then he stood up on the foot of firmness while they slipped. 

And he had true followers coming successively 

O the many they gave direction towards guidance and to you they showed the way! 

Then a group of people came claiming the adoption of a madhhab 

In accord with his madhhab. 

Not every branch has a root. 

So not in the branches of Figh do they stand firm in his support 

And they have beyond what he said a preoccupation. 

When they debate they take the stance of a warrior 

What astonishment when all of the people are unarmed! 

Their analogising is irregular whenever they proceed with tt 

And they are in the sciences of transmission lacking. 

If there isn’t one possessing intelligence regarding transmitted knowledge 

I13 



“The Attributes of God” is complete. In the last lesson of “The Negation 

of Anthropomorphism” of the Dictations of Hafiz Abi al-Qasim ‘Alt ibn 

al-Hasan ibn Hibat Allah al-Shafi‘t, I say, “Abi ‘Abd Allah ibn Muhammad 

ibn al-Hasan ibn Mansi al-Mu‘ammil linafsihi sung to us: 

Vipers resemble one another. So the robe is severed. 

And they inclined towards anthropomorphism while adopting the apparent form of 

That which they transmitted regarding the attributes and they were heedless. 

And they said, “What we say is the madhhab of Ahmad” 

And those possessing ignorance inclined to giving them credence. 

The opponents started saying that we were 

Those who compared God with His Creation. 

The comrades and friends have hurt us. 

They have disgraced that Imam by way of their ignorance 

While his madhhab is exoneration. 

But they are loners. 

By my life! I have met true scholars from their midst 

While most of those I met lack intelligence. 

I continue to clean away from them every property 

Of the despicable creed so that unity can be achieved. 

They were designated with titles while they have no knowledge 

Their morals have neither sacred precincts nor free districts. 

On their tables the vinegar doesn’t join with its herbs 

And if you will, ‘There’s neither vineger nor herbs on them.’ 

And the most envious of us are the people of my madhhab 

So if they were able they'd pass a verdict that my blood is lawful. 

They wish out of ignorance that ny sandal would slip 

While not one foot of theirs has walked before in glory like me. 

And since the Shaykh of the party, Ahmad, has passed away 

Until now there hasn't existed an equal to your scholar. 

A thousand thousands (one million) have spent the night with me standing 

The clouds of my exhortation, each of them is a storm cloud and moisture. 

And all the gardens of my knowledge exult the fruits 

And their garden, when you observe it, is strengthened. 

So what do you think is the cure for the envious and his sickness? 

If the experienced doctor is asked about him he forgets him? 

An opponent is alone in his disgusting hatred 

Is not the people’s uniting behind me a just witness? 

Ces) 

114 

God is greater than for there to be for His essence 

A description like the essences of His creatures. 

Or for His attributes to be equated, in all of what 

We manifest from our actions, to His attributes. 

Be there Destruction for the possessor of folly who says that He ts 

A composite body and that our characteristics are like 

His characteristics! 

The uniqueness of His fashioning, to Him, are witnesses 

That appear on the surface of all that He made. 

He dispersed the human race with an eternal power 

And He willed it in them for His decrees. 

And He saw with the eye of knowledge what would bring 

The glances of their eyes as well as what they would not bring. 
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